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Warming center ready for winter weather

MCCH reps
in Haiti after
flight delay
in Florida

Representatives of local churches
invite those who are cold to stop
by the shelter, Bradley reports

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
It hasn't been a straightforward process, but a medical
team from the area have made
it to Haiti to offer support.
Ernest Ayo, certified registered nurse anesthetist at
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital, and Cindy Ivey, certified surgical technician at
MCCH. were invited to go to
Haiti for a week's worth of
support with Thomas Gautsch.
an orthopedic surgeon in
Gallatin, Tenn. According to
Keith Travis, vice president of
institutional development at
MCCH, they made it to Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. safely on
Tuesday night, Jan. 26, before
encountering a problem.
They' were supposed to fly
out Wednesday morning at 6
a.m. on a four-passenger plme
but It ended up being unavailable, Traais said. Thankfully.
art eight-passenger plane was
made available from a company in Dallas, Texas and landed
in Fort Lauderdale Wednesday
afternoon.
"(The plane trouble) turned
out to be a good thing because
the four-seater was too small
ua carry the Waal and ail of-the
medical supplies." Travis
said. "They had 1,100 pounds
of cargo to take with them and

By KYSER LOUGH
Stet Wnter
th the possibility of
nasty winter weather
moving in to Murray,
local churches are inviting
those left in the cold to move in
to the warmth.
A warming center set up at St.
John's Episcopal church and
staffed by volunteers from

W

many arca churches is open for
anyone needing a warm place to
stay overnight. Man Bradley,
priest at St. John's, said the
shelter is reacly for any
inclement weather that may.
move in.
**The warming center is
staffed and open," Bradley said
via a phone message while in
Mississippi on a mission trip.

able shouki the need arise.
The center is
"We'll make room. We'll
this
staffed
keep them out of the cold," he
week by volsaid.
unteers from
week,
this
far
So
First
two
had
they
said
mery
Montgo
Presbyterian
people stay at the shelter on
Church, led by
Wednesday night and one on
David
night.
Tuesday
Montgomery.
'The center is located inside
It opens at 6
St. John's Episcopal Church at
pan. and runs Bradley
1620 Main Street. If no-one
the
until 8 a.m.
by 10 p.m.,
next day and serves a compli- shows to the center
will shut
mentary hot dinner and break- the volunteer staff
and head
building
the
down
centhe
said
mery
fast. Montgo
welcome to
ter currently is prepared for ten home. Anyone is
and will be pro-.
to stay but that they are expand- stay overnight

vided a warm meal at night and
breakfast in the morning.
Smoking is only permitted outside and anyone who appears to
be inebnated will be asked to
either go straight to bed or leave
the center. Doors are locked at
II p.m. for safety reasons but
late arrivals will still be accepted as long as the center has not
closed that night due to lack of
participation.
For more information on the
warming center, or to volunteer,
contact Bradley at 227-9109 or
First Presbytertan Church at
753-6460.

Council
discusses
revenue
study,
weather
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Getting Prepared

Tasmania*

Area residents flocked to supermarkets and gas stations Thursday to
make sure they would be prepared
should a major snowstorm hit. Above,
Jean Lee surveys the remaining
bread at Kroger while, at left, shoppers line up to make their purchases.
Don Cherry, Murray Kroger store
manager and distnct manager, said
he could tell people were taking the
weather prediction more sehous than
last year's ice storm-based on the
items he saw them purchasing. He
also said he had more bread, milk
and eggs arriving Thursday night to
replenish his supply.

20s

10s

Daft Waist
By ilea Aaseidatad Press
Winter storm warning in effect
from midnight tonight to midnight cst Fnday night ..
Friday.. Snow. Snow may be
heavy at times in the afternoon.
Snow accumulation of 4 to 5
inches Total snow accumulation 5 to 6 inches. Highs in the
upper 20s. Northeast winds
around 15 mph. Chance of precipitation near 100 percent.
Friday night .Mostly cloudy.
A chance of snow in the
evening... Then a chance of
snow showers atter midnight.
Lows around 17. North winds
15 to 20 mph. Chance of precipitation 50 percent.
sunny.
Saturday...Partly
Scattered flurries in the morning. Highs in the lower 20s.
North winds 10 to 20 mph.
night...Mostly
Saturday
clear Lows around 6.
sunny.
Sunday...Mostly
Highs in the mid 20s.
Sunday night .Mosay clear
Lows around 18.
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cessful seasons in the competitive Southern Conference The
Eagles ranked among the
national leaders in offense.
defense and special tearns.
He coached five AllAmencan players, including
quarterback Jayson Foster. the
second Walter Payton award
winner at Georgia Southern.
The prolific offense ranked
first in rushing, eighth in total

By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
af.
Stall Wrttet
With no business on the agenda!
Thursday rught. the Murray Ciit
Council kept discussion to tie
weather and the env's long-ranie
plan.
To start dm...meeting off Mayor
Danny Hudspeth asked Street
Superintendent Ron Allbntten
step forward to
update them on
what he had
been doing to
4
prepare for the
e
weather.
Allbritten
the
assured
that
council
their equipment
been
bad
Hudspeth
checked, wa_s in
working order
and was ready to go as soon as
snow projected for early Friday
morning hit Murray. He said that
as much as seven to 10 inches of
expected total accumulation
would keep street deparunent
employees busy and that they
were prepared to work in shifts if
they had to work around the
clock.
"We're as prepared as we can be
with what wc. have." he said.
Director of Administration Matt
Mattingly and Finance Officer
Alan Lanier then presented a
PowerPoint presentation on the
city's revenue and expenclitur
that it has been showing to community groups recently and which
will be shown on March I at a
meeting for the general public at
the Robert O. Miller Conference
Center. Lanier said information
was being added each nme the
presentation was given to answer
questions that have corne up and
that the slides would be available
by Friday on the city's Web site,
www.murrayky.gov.
In one part of the presentanan,
Mattingly' showed how the city
had increased its acreage by 53
percent since 1996. Vt'hile he said
this expansion was good for the
city, it meant there was much
greater area fa. which city departments were responsible and that

rt
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•Scouts breakfast ...
From Front

Daunte Culpepper
He then spent three years working. with quarterbacks at the
University of Kentucky' where
he worked under former VSI
head (7oach Hal Mumme.
During his time with the
Wildcats, he coached the No. I
NFL draft pick, All-American
Tim Couch.
Hatcher was two-time AllAmerican quarterback at VSU
0993-94), Hatcher threw for
11,363 yards and 121 touchdowns during his stellar career.
Hatcher holds 14 Valdosta
States records, 13 Gulf South
Conference and 17 Division II
national records.
Hatcher graduated from
Valdosta State in 1995. He and
his wife, Lori, are the parents ot
a son, Ty, and daughter, Talley.

ioarterbdck

offense, eighth in scoring
offense. and 23rd in sacks
allowed. The defense was 14th
in turnover margin and 17th in
fumbles recovered while the
special teams ranked 25th in net
punting. The 2008 season saw
Hatcher guide the Eagles to the
programs 25th winning season
in 27 years.
Prior to his time at GSU,
Hatcher molded Valdosta State
University into one of the most
dominant teams in Division II.
He is the winningest coach in
Valdosta history, finishing with
a 76-12 record.
The Macon, Ga. native spent
one year as quarter-back-tight
end coach at the university of
Central Florida where he
worked with Miami Dolphins

11 MCCH Haiti ...
From Front
TOSi BERRY/Ledger & Times

DRAWING FOR BALLOT POSMONS: Murray City Council candidate Donald Elias draws a numbered ball from a plastic bin
at the Calloway County Clerk's Office Thursday afternoon as those running for local elected office drew lots for ballot position
during the May 18th Pnmary Election. With 26 candidates on the ballot running for a council seat, a pnmary is scheduled to
reduce that number to 24.
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IIII City Council ...
From Front
most of the areas that had been
annexed were like "pockets" of
uneven land branching out from
the biggest mass of land.
Cotincilman Jason Pittman asked
if it was known how many peoplc
were living in the un-annexed sections and were part of the county
but were receiving, city services.
Lanier said it was not known., but
he could ty to find out.
Lanier said dire was a large
imbalance between dve taxes paid
by people who live in the city and
those who only work in the city.
He said that according to the
Calloway
County
Murray
Economic
Development
Cotporation,60 peroent of people
employed ui the city limits hve
outside its boundaries.
Robert Billington Jr. said he had
beer, getting a lot of phone calls
lately. and he has stressed to peo-

ple that none of the council had
made up their minds about what
to do and that he wanted to hear
twirl the public. He said, though.
that hard decisions would have to
be made to steer the city's future
direction.
During the council comments
portion
of
the
meeting,
Couocilman Greg Anderson
asked City Attorney Warren
Hopkins what constituted a council meeting because he wondered
if a Jan. 15 informational meeting
had be-en handled properly.
Hopkins said that if seven or rnore
members are together, it qualifies
as a council meeting open to the
public. He said there might have
been some problems with notification with the Jan. 15 meeting,
but added that rio actions were
taken at the meeting. Hudspeth
thanked him for bringing it to
their attention.

the delay ended up allowing
them to carry more."
Even though the plane and
pilot were ready to head over
Haiti
on
Jacmel,
to
Wednesday afternoon, the
flight had to be postponed
until Thursday morning. The
airstrip they would be landing
on had no lights, meaning they
could only land during the
daytime and under good flying
conditions. The team took off
from Florida at 5:45 a.m.
Thursday
morning
and
touched down two hours and
forty minutes later. Travis
spoke with the pilot Thursday
afternoon and said he gave a
gnod report on the flight over
and back.
Another MCCH staff member will be making a trip to
Haiti to offer assistance, this
time it is a orthopedic surgeon
who will be traveling with
World Medical Missions'
Samaritan's Purse. The surgeon will be spending two
Haiti Baptist
weeks at
Mission. He asked not to be
named and declined an interview. until after returning.

Travis said the hospital ha•
offered support to all threc
employees, and has spent
close to $5,000 so far in travel
and medical supplies. To help
offset the cost, a special fund
has been set up as part of thc
existing endowment fund.
"We have created a disaster
relief fund specifically for
people want to help support
the relief efforts. If there is
any money left over after this,
it will be used for disaster
training and relief in the corn
munity, it's not going back to
the hospital," Travis said.
He added that there are
many other doctors and nurses
who have expressed interest in
going to Haiti to help out, so
more may take the trip as
opportunities arise.
A blog has been set up where
the team will plovide updates
as they are able, and can be
at
viewed
www.haitisurgery.wordpress.c
om. Donations to the disaster
relief fund may be made by
calling 762-1908 or 762-1800.
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DEMOLITION: Contractors continued demolition this week
on 16th Street, tearing down a house that was the temporary
home to Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity after their old house on
Stadium View Drive burned in 2004. A capital campaign is
underway to raise funds to construct a new house on the
property.
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GOP leaders reject litmus
test for party backing
By HERBERT A. SAMPLE
Associated Press Wnter
HONOLULU (AP) -- State
Republican Party leaders voted
Vr'ednesday to oppose requinng
GOP candidates across the
country to adhere to certain policy views if they want campaign
assistance.
The vote on the resolution was
unanimous arnong the 30 or so
state party chairmen and chairwomen attending the first day of
the
Republican
National
Committee's winter meeting,
Hawaii GOP Chairman Jonah
Kaauwai said.
The vote is not binding on the
RNC. which is expected to consider the resolution dunng its
general session Friday.
More conservative committee
members are pushing the resolution as a way for the party to
present candidates who are
clearly distinguishable from
Democrats. It would require
GOP candidates to take conservative positions on a number of
hot-button issues, such as abortion. climate change and health
care reform, to gain the party's
financial support.
RNC Chairman Michael
Stc-cle said he opposes the resolution because it would diminish the authonty of state parties.
"Every community should
have responsibility for deciding
who best represents their values,
their interests, their principles. I
trust them to do that. It is not the
business of the RNC," Steele
said.."Ronald Reagan would be
ashamed if the party moved in
that direction."
Kaauwai said the state leaders

have an "overwhelming understanding" that Sen.-elect Scott
Brown. the Massachusetts
Republican who won a surprise
victory in a special election,
could not have met the resolution's requirements. The party
leaders also believe it would
deny flexibility to them and to
the national party, Kaauwai
said.
"As the state party leaders, we
know what is best for our
states," he said.
A Republican candidate for a
special congressional election in
Hawaii, Charles Djou, may not
meet all of the resolution's
requirements either, Kaauwai
said.
Another RNC member from
Hawaii, Miriam Hellreich, has
called the idea behind the resolution "rather silly."
"We have to be very, very
careful about setting a litmus
test of any sort for what
Republican candidates we're
going to support." Hellreich
said.
Ron Nehring, the California
state party chairman and the
chairman of the state chairs'
group, said GOP pnmaries are
where candidate positions
should be discussed.
"The power to nominate candidates and chose our candidates lies with our members out
in the states, not with a group in
Washington, D.C.," Nehring
said.
The resolution's author is
James Bopp, an RNC vice
chairman from Indiana. He was
not immediately available for
comment.

Leno says he lelt really bad'for O'Brien
CHICAGO (AP) — Jay Leno
says he "felt really bad" for
Conan O'Brien.
Leno told Oprah Winfrey on
Thursday's episode of her talk
show that he thinks what happened to O'Brien is "unfair."
NBC has unseated O'Brien
from "The Tonight Show" and
moved Leno back to the program he had hosted for 17 years.
Leno is scheduled to return to
"Tonight" on March I.
Leno also says he has

"regrets" that the situation was
n't handled better — but he isn't
sure what he could have done
differently. He told Winfrey that
NBC executives asked him to
leave "Tonight" in 2004
because they wanted to give the
program to O'Bnen.
Harpo Productions has asked
O'Brien to appear on "The
Oprah Winfrey Show," but an
appearance hasn't been confirmed.

Hearing set in Jackson dad's bid for stipend
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
judge has scheduled a hearing to
decide if Michael Jackson's
father should receive a monthly
allowance of more than S15,000
from the pop star's estate.
Los Angeles Superior Court
Judge Mitchell Beckloff said
Thursday he would hold an evidentiary hearing on May 26
regarding Joe Jackson's petition.
Michael Jackson had an oftenstrained relationship with his

Janet MIRer

Miller to
perform
Saturday
at WKCTC
STAFF REPORT
Janet Miller of Murray, coordinator of the West Kentucky
chapter
of
Nashville
Songwriters
Association
International, will perform during the Backstage Pass series
Saturday, Jan 30, at 7:30 p.m. in
Clemens Fine Art Center on the
campus of West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College in Paducah.
According to a spokesperson
for WKCTC. the Songwnters'
Night allows residents to "experience the talent of regional
songwriters and acoustic musicians in an intimate and casual
coffee house setting on the
wKcrc stage."
Featured performer for the
event will be 29-year-old Sarah
Elizabeth, who ha.s performed in
18 countries, but has "called
Kentucky home all her life."
WKCTC
reports
that
Elizabeth plays 11 different
instruments, and her work has
been featured on 15 albums.
Miller said, "This will be the
fu-st time 1 have performed on
stage solo. Of course Michael
Wade will be on stage with me.
We will be performing new
songs we have been working on
for the last four months."
Miller said she currently has a
song at Broken Bow Records in
Nashville. and she will perform it
for the first time that night. "I am
excited and pumped. I will be the
first to go on. and it will be a 3040 minute set."
She said she will be performing two songs co-written with
farned Nashville songwriter
Stan Webb and three song cowritten with Wade She will also
be performing an onginal song
titled "Five Foot Two Fifths
Tall" which is the song at
Broken Bow.
Other performers that night
are
Kelsey
Waldon
and
Elizabeth Burkey, Miller added.
Admission is S6 at the door.
Desserts and beverages are
available, it was reported.
For more information call
(2701 534-3212. or visit
www.artsinfocus.org.
Snow accumulation could
cancel this event.

By HILLEL ITALIE
AP Nanonal Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -- J D
Salinger. the legendiu-y author.
youth her() and fugitive from
farne whose "The Catcher in the
Rye" shocked and inspired a
world he increasingly shunned.
has died. He was 91.
Salinger died of natural causes
at his home on Wednesday, the
author's son said in a statement
from Salinger's literary representative. He had lived for
decades in self-imposed isolation in the small, remote house
in Comish, N.H.
"The Catcher in the Rye.'• with
its immortal teenage protagonist, the twisted, rebellious
Holden Caulfield. came out in
1951, a time of anxious, Cold
War conformity and the dawn of
modern adolescence. The Bookot-the-Mondi Club, which made
"Catcher" a featured selection,
advised that for "anyone who
has ever brought up a son" the
novel will be "a source of wonder and delight -- and concern."
Enraged by all the "phonies"
who make "me so depressed I
go crazy," Holden soon became
American literature's most
famous
anti-hero
since
Huckleberry Finn. The novel's
sales are astonishing — more
than 60 million copies worldwide — and its impact incalculable. Decades after publication.
the book remains a defining
expression of that
most
American of dreams — to never
gow up.
Salinger was writing for
adults, but teenagers from all
over identified with the novel's
themes of alienation, innocence
and fantasy, not to mention the
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veteran and thr little girl he
hopes. in vain. will save him.
The novel "Rainy and Zooey,"
like "Catcher," is A youthful,
obsessively articulated quest for
redemption, featunng a memorable argument between Zooey
and his mother as he attempts to
read in the bathtub.
"Catcher," narrated from a
mental facility, begins with
Holden recalling his expulsion.
from a Pennsylvania boardinc
school for failing four classe4
•
and for general apathy.
-a
He-- returns
home
to'.
Manhattan, where his wanders1
ings take him everywhere from':
a Times Square hotel to a raint
carousel ride with his kid sister/
Phoebe. in Central Park. HI
decides he wants to escape to
cabin out West, but scoms queS4,
tions about his future as just sc4
much phoniness.
J
"I mean how do you know?,
what you're going to do till yoti
do it?" he reasons. "The answer
is, you don't. I think I am, but.
how do I know? I swear it's astupid question."
"The Catcher in the Ryebecame both required and.
restricted reading. penodically
banned by a school board or
challenged by parents worried
by its frank language and the
irresistible chip on Holden's
shoulder.
"I'm aware that a number of
my friends will be saddened, or
shocked, or shocked-saddened,
over some of the chapters of;
'The Catcher in the Rye.' Some:
of my best fnends are children.'
In fact, all of my best fnends are
children," Salinger wrote in
1955, in a short note for "20th
Century Authors."
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luck of having the last word.
"Catcher" presents the world as
an ever-so-unfair struggle
between the goodness of young
people and the corruption of
elders, a message that only
intensified with the oncoming
generation gap
Novels from Evan Hunter's
.-the Blackboard Jungle" to
Curtis Sittenfeld's "Prep."
movies from "Rebel Without a
Cause" to "The Breakfast
Club," and countless rock 'n'
roll songs echoed Salinger's
message of kuLs under siege.
One of the great anti-heroes of
the 1960s, Benjamin Braddock
of "The Graduate," was but a
blander version of Salinger's
narrator.
The cult of "Catcher" turned
tragic in 1980 when crazed
Beatles fan Mark David
Chapman shot and killed John
Lennon. citing Salinger's novel
as an inspiration and stating that
"this extraordinary book holds
many answers."
By the 21st century. Holden
himself seemed relatively mild,
but Salinger's book remained a
standard in school curriculums
and was discussed on countless
Web sites and a fan page on
Facebook.
Salinger's other books don't
equal the influence or sales of
"Catcher," but they are still
read, again and again, with great
affection and intensity. Critics,
at least bnefly, rated Salinger as
a more accomplished and daring
short story writer than John
Cheever.
The collection "Nine Stories"
features the Llassic "A Perfect
Day for Bananafish," the deadpan account of a suicidal Army

•

& Sun.
yledger.com

father. He omitted Joe Jackson
from his will and trust. which
benefits the singer's mother,
three children and various charities.
Joe Jackson sought the stipend
in November, saying he had little monthly income. The administrators of the pop star's estate
have opposed the motion, and
an attorney for Michael
Jackson's children says she has
concerns as well.

'Catcher in the Rye'
author J.D. Salinger dies
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Billy (Gary) Bored
Billy (Gary) Nored. 53. Shady Grove Road, Paris, Tenn.. died
Vc. {, - ' . Lin. 27. 2010, at his residence.
A graduate of Henry County High School, he is
a graduate of the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, with a degree in mechanical engineering. He worked with Mohon Int. for over 20
years as a design engineer and manager of his
department. In 1989, he was general manager of
World's Biggest Fish Fry and active member of
the Paris Henry County Jaycees. He moved from
Henry County in February 2006 to Green Bay:
Wis., working with Diversified Woodcraft ai
design engineer and department manager. He
Nored
moved back to Henry County in January 2010
following his illness. He was a member of Shady Grove Baptist
Church.
:
Born April 5, 1956. in Paris, Tenn., he was the son of the late
James Everett Nored and Addie Lou Ray Nored. Also preceding
him in death were two brothers. James Lowell Nored in 1939
and Lloyd Duane Nored. May 27, 2004.
Survivors include his wife. Norma Carrington Nored, to whom
he was married June 9, 2007; step daughter, Amanda Dalton,
Arvada, Colo.; one son, Billy H. Nored, Prattville. Ala., twostepsons. James R. Inlow and wife, Kimberly. Pensacola. Fla.,
and Jesse Roth. Cecil, Wis.: two sisters, Glenda Wright and husband, Don. Martin, Tenn., and Martha Carol Foster, Paris, Tenn.,
three brothers. Phillip Nored and wife, Carolyn, Paris. Tenn.,
Everett Michael Nored, Nashville, Tenn., and Terry Grant Nored
and wife, Jackie, Rayville, La.; one grandchild, Madison Faye
Inlow. Pensacola, Fla
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
McEvoy Funeral Home, Pans, Tenn. Bro. Jack Criswell of
Shady Grove Baptist Church and Gary S. Collier will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Stacey, Timothy and Steve Nored, Billy
Barnes. Dancil Foster, Barry Wright and Sandy Bums. Burial
will follow in the Shady Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be
today (Friday) from 4 to 8 p.m. and after 9 a.m Saturday at the
funeral home. Online condolences may. be made at
www.tncevoyfuneralhome.com.

Wonders of Physics
Above. Calloway County Middle School eighth
graders were among tne first to see the Wonders of
Physics Traveling Show. hosted by Ella Braden from
the University of Wisconsin-Madison, as it set up
shop in westem Kentucky this week. Nick
Snodgrass uses a spinning wheel to tum himself on
a tumtable under Braden's direction and
demonstrate angular momenturn. At right, Braden
helps Lauren Sheesley use a leaf blower to show
how it can change air pressure and keep a ball
aloft.

William G. (Bill) Evans

KYSER LOUGH/Leciger & Times

Fixes being cranked out in massive Toyota recall
Illy TOM KAMMER and
KEN THOMAS
Assooated Press Wnters ,
DE TROIT(AP) Toyota tete
begun shipping parts to fix OM
faulty gas pedals that led to -a
still-expanding recall and an
unprecedented decision to stop
telling and building some of its
top-selling models, but it still
could not say Thursday when
millions of its drivers would get
their cars fixed.
The world's largest autornaker, bleeding millions of dollars a

day in lost sales. also declined to
say where the pars are going -to plants so production can start
again or to dealers so they can
start fixing cars sitting in their
showrooms or alre.ady 08 the
road.
Amid the uncertainty, the
recall grew wider. Toyota
expanded the recall beyond an
initial 2.3 million vehicles and
said it would recall an untold
number in Europe and about
75,000 in China because of bad
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Ron Arant i Heath Scott
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270.753 3366 I 800-444 1854
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gas pedals that can become
stuck.
The recall even spread beyond
Toyota Ford Motor Co. stopped
production of some full-sized
commercial vehicles built by a
Chinese joint venture because
they have accelerators built by
the same parts supplier as in the
Toyota recall.
Separately'. Toyota recalled 1.1
million more vehicles this week
because of floor mats that can
bend and hold down the gas.
The gas pedal system recall
includes 2009-2010 RAV4, the
2009-2010 Corolla, the 20092010 Matrix, the 2005-2010
Avalon, the 2007-2010 Carnry.
the 2010 Highlander, the 20072010 Tundra and the 2008-2010
Sequoia.
Toyota said the taker of the
faulty gas pedal systems, crs
Corp. of Elkhart, Ind., was
cranking out replacements at
three factones, and that some of
them already been shipped to
Toyota.
At the same time. Toyota engineers are working with CTS to
develop ways to repair. rather
than replace, the pedal systems
in existing cars and trucks. said
spokesman Bnan Lyons.
But there was no estimate for
how long it would be until customers can get their cars fixed.
The parts are being made at CTS
plants, but Toyota has not said
where they're going within its
system of plants and dealers.
"We're well past the root
cause identification. and we're
well past what needs to be done
to change the pedal assembly
itself," Lyons said.
House lawmakers. meanwhile,
said they intend to hold a Feb.
25 hearing to review the complaints of sudden unintended
acceleration in Toyota vehicles.
"Like many consumers, I am

concerned by the seriousness
and scope of Toyota's recent
recall announcements," said
House Energy and Commerce
Committee Chairman Henry
Waxman, D-Calif. In a statement, Toyota pledged its "full
cooperation" with the committee.
The episode has tarnished
Toyota's once-sterling image of
reliability. Experts say the
longer it goes on, the more
Toyota's competitors will benefit.
Transportation Secretary Ray
LaHood said he had no details
of how the problems would be
fixed but said he had "no criticism of Toyota on this. They followed the law and they're doing
what they're supposed to do."
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration officials
met with Toyota representatives
to discuss the fix on Thursday.
but no details were announced.
The automaker does not need
regulatory approval to make
repairs or replacements. but
company officials do not want
to proceed with a fix if the government has concerns. said people familiar with the decisions
who requested
anonymity
because the meeting was private.
Asked whether Americans
should continue to drive the
recalled vehicles, LaHood said
he would "encourage them to
take their car to the Toyota dealer. That's what we're telling
people to do. That's what Toyota
is telling people to do. That's the
safest thing to do."
Safety experts say the best
thing to do if the gas pedal sticks
is to hit the brake hard and hold
it firmly. then shift into neutral
or shut the car otT and steer to
the curb. They say drivers
should not pump the brake.

William G. (Bill) Evans. 78, Almo, died Wednesday, Jan. 27,
2010, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
,.
Retired from the Kentucky Department of
Ml
t
i
. Transportation, he also worked as an oil jabber in
Glasgow and served as the Chamber of Commerce
'
manager in Frankfort, Cynthiana and Aurora, III.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a
a member of First Baptist Church. Frankfort, and was a member
of Kentucky Civil War Round Table, Kentucky Historical
Society and a former Jaycee. He received his bachelor of science
degree from Bowling Green College of Commerce.
Boni Nov. 29, 1931 in Glasgow, he was the son of the late W.
George Evans and ldelle Elliott Evans.
Survivors include his wife, Pat Evans; one daughter, Rosanne
E. Radke. Murray: one son, Jim Evans, Louisville; two sisters,
Jane Goebel, Taylorsville, and Martha Ann Jolly, Glasgow; two
grandchildren, Jessie Radke Leddy, Tupelo, Miss., and Carrie
Radke, Murray; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11:30 a.m.(eastern time) in the
chapel of LeCompte-Johnson-Ta:ilor Funeral Home, Frankfort..
Dr. David Hinson will officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral
home after 9:30 a.m. Saturday
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church,.
201 Saint Clair St., Frankfort, KY 40601 or to the Hospice of the
Bluegrass. 208 Steele St., Frankfort. KY 40601,

A graveside service for Edmund W. Pritchard will be today
(Friday) at 2 p.m. at the Pace Cemetery. Hardin. Gary Boggess
will officiate. Visitation is now at the Collier Funeral Home.
Benton.
Mr. Pritchard. 78, Hardin. died Tuesday, January 26, 2010, at
his residence in Hardin. He was a veteran of the
_ U.S. Air Force and served during the Korean
...._,...4"',..=
-', Conflict.
..................
.......1= He was the son of the late Truman Pritchard and
Dora Crouch Pritchard. Also preceding him in
death were three brothers. two sisters, and one great-grandchild.
Survivors include his wife, Laverne Corley Pritchard; two
daughters. Nicki Pritchard, Hardin, and Jo Pritchard, Louisville;
two sons, Edmund W. Pritchard, Jr.. Dallas. Texas. and Phillip L.
Pritchard, Sharpe; two brothers: Jarnes P. Pritchard, Hardin. and
Ambrus Pritchard. Oak Ridge, Tenn.; three sisters, Emogene
Hamlin, Mayfield. Sylvia Baldwin, Golo, and Louise Boggess.
Benton; seven grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.

1111F

Mrs. Ida Katherine (Kathy) Miller
Ms. Ida Katherine (Kath.s i Miller. 81, Mayfield. died
Wednesday. Jan. 27. 2010. at 2:28 p.m. at Heritage Manor
Healthcare. Mayfield.
She was a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church and worked at
the former Community Hospital in administration. Preceding her
in death were her husband. Carl Edward Miller; her parents,
Raymond and Georgia Cope Slayden; one sister, Robbie
Stathes.
Survivors include one son. Darrell Miller and wife, Linda.
Mayfield; two daughters. Carol Petty and husband, Bill, Cuba,
and Donna Joyner and husband. Danny, S. Fulton, Tenn.; three
sisters. Vida Cole and Jan Bell, Symsonia, and Sammie
McAlister. Michigan; two brothers, Phillip Slayden, Metropolis,
III.. and Larry Slayden. Bossier, City, La.; eight grandchildren;
nine great-grandchildren.
'The funeral will be Monday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home. Mayfield. Rev. Ronnie Cope and Rev. Duane,
Fields will officiate. Pallbearers will be Kenneth and Kyle,
Miller, David Petty, Danny Joyner Jr.. Britt Harris arid Stacey
Riley. Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery..
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Sunday.

under factory warranty up to 100,000 miles.
12 cars to choose from: red. white, silver. tan & gray.
Check them out at
www.dwaintaylorchevrolet.com &
www.toyotaofmurray.com

DWAIN TAYLOR
CNININOtii • BUICK • POW1AC • GMC • CADIIIAC
Showroom Hours 8
- 6 p.m., Mon. - Frl.•8 a.m. - 5 p.m.. Sat.
Hwy. 641 S.• Murray •(270) 753-2617
Stk 405557, 64956 18950 Sale Price $12,900 *$1.000 down cash or trade Tax, title license not included 6 49% 72 months with approved credit
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Fire Protection District to meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. at the Station No. I tire station at 103 East
Sycamore St., Murray. according to Terry Little, tavard secretary'.

Bea Walker Group will meet
Bea Walker Group of First Baptist Church WMU will meet
Monday at 10 a.m. in 214 conference room at the church.

Support group will meet
The Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7 p.m.
For more inforrnation contact Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

TOPS meeting Thesday

Photo provIded

DONATION MADE: Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 donated $200 to sponsor Character
Counts to continue its annual Steve McReynolds Community Essay and Poetry Contest.
Entries are due no later than Feb. 5 and the winners will be announced Feb. 22 Pictured are
Joel Jackson, Mike Utley. Amos McCarty. Clyde Rowland. Effie Kemp. Nancy Buchanan and
Rachel Brown.

Roxy Regional Theatre celebrates
the music of Johnny Cash

Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesay from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Sheila at 227-1723.

CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. —
The music of the Man in Black
is being celebrated during the
month of February' on the stage
Al-Anon meeting Monday
Al-Anon will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at University Church of of the Roxy Regional Theatre in
Clvist. located at the corner of US 641 North and Ky. 121 Bypass, "Ring of Fire: The Music of
Murray. Those attending are asked to enter through the rear door Johnny Cash." Conceived by
located on the west side of the church. The only requirement is that William Meade and created by
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend. Richard Maltby.
Jr., this jukebox
musical delves into the eternal
MWC board will meet
themes of love and faith. strugThe Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
gle
and success, rowdiness and
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
redemption. home and family
through the iconic songs of a
Dexter-Almo meeting
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet Monday at 7 p.m. man who transcends genres.
at the district office at 351 Almo Rd.. Almo. For more information
Featuring over three dozen of
eall 753-0101 or 753-1591.
the music legend's songs,
including "Folsom
Prison
MSU Women's Society plans brunch
Blues," "Thing Called Love."
Murray State University Women's Society will host a potluck
brunch on Saturday at 1F:30 a.m. in the community room of the "Five Feet High and Rising,"
Calloway County: Public Library. 710 Main St.. Murray. Drinks and "Daddy Sang Bass." "Ring of
paper products will be provided. Dues may be paid at the brunch
Persons are asked to RSVP to Laynie Alba Mitchell at
eliane.mitchell@murraystate.edu or 761-4804.

The Big Apple Cafe in Murray' will celebrate the anniversary, of
last year's ice storm with a fund-raising event for WKMS, Murray
State's listener-supported public radio service. tonight(Friday)from
6 to 9 p.m.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Mun-ay Shnne Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous. a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Project Graduation meeting planned
Calloway' County High Schvx)1 Project Graduation 2010 will
meet Monday at 5:30 p.m. in the school library

Openings in the Murray Art Guild's Youth studios are still available. Messy Fridays for preschoolers and adults, taught by Barb
Kilby, will begin Friday, Feb. 5. from 9 to 10 a.m. and MAG Jrs.,
taught by Debi Danielson. will meet beginning Tuesday. Feb. 2,
from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Emphasis will be on individual creative expression as students work in a variety of materials. For more information and registration, go to murrayartguild.org or contact the Guild
at 753-4059 or murrayartguild(a`murray-ky.ne.

Retirement dinner planned
A retirement dinner for Ellie Chnstopher and David E. Riley Jr..
of the Calloway County Fann Service Agency will be Saturday,
Feb. 6, at 6 p.m. at the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall in
Murray. Tickets are $20 per person. Anyone wishing to attend
s-hould call the Farm Service Agency at 753-1781.

Glendale Place sending cell phones
Glendale Place Assisted Living Community' has sent off the second round of cell phone donations to recelular. If you got a new cell
phone recently. then recycle your old or unused cell phone with the
program that recycles the old cell phones to purchase calling cards
for soldiers overseas. If you would like to donate your old unused
cell phone. drop it off at Glendale Place. 906 Glendale Rd., Murray.
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Murray
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St., in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday. 8 p.m., closed,
smoking. I 2x12 study: Monday.
8 p.m. open. smoking; Tuesday.
8 p.m. closed. no smoking;
Wednesday. 11 a.m. closed, no
smoking, 6 p.m.. closed, ladies
meeting, smoking. 8 p.m., open.
smoking; Thursday. 8 p.m.
closed, smoking, big book
meeting; Friday. 12 noon, open.
no smoking, lunchtime meeting. 8 p.m. open, smoking. New
comers; Saturday. It) a.m..
open, no-smoking. 8 p.m. open.
no-smoking, speaker meeting;
last Saturday in the month at 8
p.m. -Eat-n-Meet" potluck.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a prob-,
lem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting. For information
call Mitch at 753-9320, or
Kathy at 270-493-1227. or
Chuck at 436-2552.

The Knights of Columbus Free Throw
Contest will be Sunday from I to 3 p.m. at the
Weeks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.
Murray. This is open to boys and girls, ages 10
to 14. Contact Kevin D'Angelo at 293-7061.
By

Youth Art Workshops planned

layfield, died
eritage Manor

Meeting
times are
announced

The Calloway County 4-H Banquet scheduled for Saturday has been rescheduled
because of the weather to Saturday, Feb. 6, at
Westside Baptist Church, 207 Robertson Rd.
South, Murray. The Talk Meet will begin at 4
p.m. and the banquet at 6 p.m.
Reservations are due for both by
Saturday, Feb. 6. at noon with the Calloway
County Extension office at 753-1452 or
(Amy Harper at 293-1558.

Ice storm celebration tonight

l will be today
Gary Boggess
Funeral Home.

e-mail: je.berkeenemirrayledger.cess

p.m. matinee on Saturday, Feb.
20. The Saturday, February 13,
performance is a special
Valentine's offering, "Martinis
with Johnny." featuring martinis
and heavy hors d'oeuvres at 7

Clesi Broughton
& Tracy Ballard

NEW MAKKDOWNS &
CLEAKANCE ITEMS

•

p.m. with Ring of Fire following
•

at

p.m. Tickets to all performances can be purchased online at
www roxyregionaltheatre.org.

•

by phone at 931-645-7699, or at
the theatre during regular box

•
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Carlin Courtney
& Tyler Wolfe
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When In Rome
PG13 - 1.20 - 3:25 - 7:00 • 9:05
The Tooth Fairy
PG - 1:00 - 3:15 - 7:06 - 9:15
Book of Eli
R - 1:30 - 4:00 • 7:20 - 9:45
Avatar S2

Leieh Haverstock
& Damir Moric
Laura Lovell
& Neal Buchanan

office hours (9 a.m. - 2 p.m.,
w:eekdays).

Stephanie Bodell
& Wes Steele

•

• Jennifer Bleckler
• & Morgan O'Boyle

•

•

•

Meg Black
& Michael Belcher

peempttn per P,Itet,

PG13 - 2:00 - 7:25

Ihowtimes Before 6 p m
. Sat. & Sun Only
Edge Of Darkness
R - 1:15 - 3:45 - 6:55 - 9:25
The Lovely Bones

•'
You mav purchase online at
zezeiatintagerose.c.om

PG13 - 3:30 - 9:30

Extraordinary Measures
PG - 1:10 - 7:15

Bank plans special tnp
The Bank of Cadiz & Trust
Company Travel Club has
planned trips to Holland
Michigan Tulip Festival, May 47, 2010 and to New York City,
June 14-18, 2010. If you would
like to sign up for the trips, a
deposit is due by Feb. 1 for
Holland Michigan and Feb. 10
for New York City. For more
information about the trips, stop
by the Murray office at 630
North 12th St.. Murray. or con-

•
• ft

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

PADUCAH. Ky. — Rayla
Bridges has joined Paducah
Printing Corporation/Horizon
Media
Group
as
a
design/print/web services sales
representative.
Bridges holds undergraduate
and graduate degrees from
Murray' State University. and
currently serves as a member of
the Paducah Area Chamber of
Comtnerce Board of Directors.
as President of the Leadership
Paducah Foundation Board, and
as an adjunct professor for
Murray State University.
Prior to joining Paducah
Printing Corp./Horizon Media
Group. Bridges worked as a
marketing
manager/graphic Rayla Midges
designer for WinScribe. an ment firm and for the Luther F
international software develop- Carson Four Rivers Center.

Sale Ends Soon!

%fon.

Ring of Fire opens Feb. 12
and runs through Feb. 27. playing Wednesdays and Thursdays
at 7 p.m. and Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 p.m.. with a 2

Bridges employed at
area printing firm

W1NTEK,,
**BLAST*
Xas

Fire.- "I Walk the Line." "I've
Been Everywhere," "The Man
in Black" and many more.
"Ring of Fire" honors Cash's life
and music through the acting
arid vocal talents of professionals Melissa Dowty, Nathan
Freeman. Brian Veith and
Mindy Wedner.
The top-notch players interpreting Cash's music include
Travis Wetzel, of the Travis
Wetzel Trio. on fiddle; Lisa
Horngren. of The Tennessee
Three. and John Waddle on electric guitar; up-and-coming
recording artist Scott Stowe on
acoustic guitar; Thad Wallus on
bass; Matt Whittenburg on
drums; and Tom Thayer on keyboard.
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University Square
12th Street • Murrai,
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5
Saturday 10-2

•
•
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Try our hot homemade soups and breads
to warm up in the cold weather.
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

306 Gilbert Street • Hazel, Kentucky

270-492-6284

Zooisloiv
5th & Main St. • Murray • 753-1622 *
Frt. 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m
...

....................
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LONE OAK PRISITTIVE
2-00 p m
lat Sunday
2:00 p m
trd Sunda,
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50 a m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Everung Worship
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
9.30 •.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Worship
NEW Eff. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11,00 a m
Morrung Worship
6:00 p_m
Evening Waren*
NORTHSIDE
10-00 a m
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Everung Worship

AINMITISTS

seviorni DAY ADVENTIST
'orship
Sabbath School

Sat 900 a m
Sat 10 15• m

ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
t i 4 MAN ta.id liarh.ay Benton. KV 42025
2705Z7430Cr2

10-00 a m
Same*
teas Das Sense smart the Recur 252-3389

Arerneuc
Apo...,

HOME FELLOWSHIP
10.00 a m
6 45 p m
*,
p

Sunday
Tuesday

It Is Easy to
Criticize
Offering constructive criticism to
others can be beneficial, but only if
the other person is receptive to our
comments. In teaching situations or
during on-the-job training, constructive criticism is usually necessary to
instruct and help a person develop a
trade or vocation. However, correcting someone, even in a kind or skillful manner, can be very challenging,
since we are never sure how the individual may react. Many friendships
and families have been destroyed because someone
has been overly critical of another person's words or
actions. Knowing when we should offer our comments can also be difficult, and we should be fairly
certain that our conunents are truthful and necessary.
It often seems so easy to criticize others because we
inistakenly believe that we are without fault or are
such experts on most everything. The Bible tells us
that we look at the speck in our brother's eye, but we
pay no attention to the log in our own (Luke 6:41).
Fault finding and being overly critical of others, especially behind their backs, are wrong and can become
habit-fonning. However, kind words are good for the
soul and help to build a person up.

NTIV PROVIDENCE
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
Ilam &fipm
Worship

A.SSOMBLIES OF GOO
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 a m
Sunda) Evening Worship 600 p rn
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Bible Study
BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Everung Worship
CHEERY CORNER
10 a. m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9,45 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Monung Services
600 p.m.
Evening Serocea

OAK GROVE
10 a m.
Sunday School
11 m. It 7 p m
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
10.00 a m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m
Church
POPLAR SPIULNG
10 a.m.
Sunday Scherd
a rn. & 6 p.m.
8.45
a.m
Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
9,30 a.m.
Sunday School
10,30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed Night Bible Study

DEXTER BAP'TIST CHURCH
6730 p.m.
Wednesday Service
10700 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00
a m.
Service
Worship
6,00 p.m
Sunday Night

SCOTTS GROVE
10:00 a.tn
Sunday Schoal
11,00 a.m
Worship Service
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meetitig 7,00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat_ 6 p.m.-10 p.m
Awakening

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
MOO a.m.
Sunday School
10-00 a m & 6:00 p.rn
Worship
5,00 p.m.
Fosciplestup Training

SINIUNG SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship
6:00p.m.
Afternoon
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7.00 p.m.

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a D2., 6:30 p.m_
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9700 a.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training

FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a rri.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
10.00 m
Sunda,- Schaol
11:00 a m & 6:00 pm.
Worahip
7,00 p.m.
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
9-.45 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8.30 & 10-55 a.m. & 6 p.m.
BAPTIST
FLINT
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11700 a.m.
Morning Worship
6,45 p.tr.
Evening Worrhip
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9,30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.ro
Sunday School
10,45 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
EASTWOOL,13APTLST CH1UFtCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
II a.m & 6 p.m
7 p.m
Wednesday
HARDEN BAPTIST
8,00. 9:15 & 10,30 a.m.
Worship
Sun Schools 8-00. 9 15 & 10,30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worahip
7 p.m.
HAZED BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10 30 a.m. & 6.30 p.m.
Worship
5:30 p.m.
Church Trauung
7700 p.m
Wedneeday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Sennce 11.00 a.m. & 6 p.m
7.00 p.m
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Awana
5:30-7:30 p.m.
5:45 p.m.
Training Union
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Suriday School
10 00 a.m
Preaching
11 a m & 6.00 p.m
Wednesday Night
7,00 p.m
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10-00 a rn
11 a.m & 6pm
Worship
Wed needay Worstu p
7,00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Morning Worstup
11 a.m. & 6 p m
Wednessiav Worship
700 p m

ST. JOHN
Sunday. School
Morning Worship

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Service 7 pea
Wednesciay Spintual Training 7 p m
Wed Praise, Woratup & Altar 8 p

MASON'S CliAPEL UNITICD
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6 30 p m

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thuesday Night
7 00 pen
Sunday Morning
10:00•ID
7-00 p.m
Sunday Evening

PALESTINE UNITED
10-00• m
Sunday School
1100am
Worship

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3p m
Sunday
7pm
Wedneeday

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30• m
Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible .School
9'30 sna
1130am 47pm
Worship
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
pm
Friday Worship

soura PLEASANT GROVE
9.46 a.is
Sunday School
10-45 a.m
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
1,
1 miles
of Lynn Grow
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:46 am
Worship
7:30 p.m
Evetung Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praule aad Worshai tO '34! a rit & 6 p rr
7p
Wednesday Family Thuning
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunda,s
10 30•co
Wes-bleed° ys
7.00 p m
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCF1 OF JESUS CHRIST
10'00 sm
Morning Worship
10 15 a.m
Sunday School
11'00 am
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11.00 a m.
Suriday Morning
Wednesday L ening
6,30 p.m.

The way ofa fool is right in his own eyes,
But a wise man listens to advice.

JEN011E
'
S WMIESSES
JEHOVAH'S WTTNESS
9 30 a m
Public Talk
10 30 a m
Watchtower Study

LOTIZIAN
R.S.V
Proverbs 12:15

9:30 a.m
11 sal

IMMANUEL LUTHEI1AN
900 a m
Bible Study
10 30 a
Worahip

mmostif

SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worshipe
7 p.m.
Wednerday
WEST FORK
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 6 p_m
Worship
7 p m_
Wednesday

COLDWATER CEDIRCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9,30 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6,00 p.m.
Evening Woriship
7:00 p.m
Wed Brble Study

BETHANY BAPTIS'T CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
VICsl'ORX ILILPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wedneeday

CATINILIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4-00 p m
Saturday Mass
10:3C a m
Sunday Masa
ST. LZO CATHOLIC CHURCH
6 00 p m
Saturday Masa
8 aen & 11 a m
Sunday Masses

AUTtORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 pm.
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
p in.
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9,00 a m
Celebration Service
9.45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9-30 a m.
Bible School
10.30 a m
Worship
6'00 p m.
Evening Servant
COMOTIMI KEES=NW
10-30 a m
Sunday School
Reading Rcerm Every Wed 12-3 p ro
7 ai p m
2nd Wednesday
CIINIST
=MCI
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
900
Bible S.chool
95;0 m
M04111 ng Weratilp
($) p m
EV441114114 Wurarap

DEXTKR
Sumlay School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10.30 a.m. & 6:00 mna.
7700 p.m.
Vs'edneeday
FREENDESELP
10 a.m.
Blois Study
II a al
trfornin,g Worship
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10.45 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wedneaday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
900 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m
Morning Worahip
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
7.00 pen
Mui-Week Worship
lEICEORT GROVE CHURCH OF CHRE37
900 a.m.
Sunday Bible Clase
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7,00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
FOIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10,50 a.M.
Morning Worship
7,00 p.m.
Evening Wonship
Sunday & Wednesdays/
WT. ouvE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9:50 a rn. & 6 p.m.
Wonship
9 a.m.
BtLie Claivves
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
10,00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10,45 a.m.
Morning Worsh p
6-00 p.m
Evening Worship

SECOND STREET
10:45 um
Morrung Worship
6,00 pm.
Everting Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF awn
5 am., 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GR.OVE
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6•00
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9.00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10:00
& 5:00 p.m.
Worship

mum MURRAY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10,50 a.na.
6700 p.m

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m
Morning
6:00 p.m
Evening
7'00 p.m
Wednesday
CIESCE W ENS MST
INF LAM'NE SAMS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 am
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
12:10 p.m.
Sac-raiment Merung

ST. JOHEN'S EPISCOPAL
10-30 a_na
Worship
9,00 a.m
Sunday School
12'00 p m
Tuesday

BETHEL UNITED
9,30 a m
Morning Worship
10'30 a.m
Sunday School
6:00
Sun.
Night
p.m
2nd & 4th
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10'00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Morning Werahm
6:00 pen
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
11'00 a.m
Wonhm
COLES CAMPGROUND
8:50 a m
Worship Service
9'50 a m
Sunday School
DEXTERHARDLN UNTIED
10,00 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 a m.
Wonship
FMEST UNITED METHODIST
8:45 & 11 a.m.
Worship
9,50 a.m.
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD LINTTED
10:00 a.m
Sunday. School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
GOSIZEN METHODIST
9,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10,00 am.
Sunday School
HAZEL UNITED ISETHODIST
11,00 a.m
Sunday School
9:45 am
?doming Worship
INDEPENDENCE LINITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 aln
Morning Worship

INNEPOSIININT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Ctoldren's Sunday School 11,00 aen.

KIMSEY UNITED
10,00 a.m
Sunday Schasil
11700 a.m
Morning Worship

F'REEDOM HOUSE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 a.m.
WorshIp

LYNN GROVE
9,00 a.m
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Adonaing Worship

MURRAY FAAM.Y CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 6.00 p.m.

MARTINI'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:1X) a m
Worship Service
10:30 e m
Sunday School

TEMPLE HILL UNTTED
Sunday School
9.00•m
Preaching
10 00 a m

SATHER CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Service
11 00 a in
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MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a m.
Sunday School
10.45 a m.
Morning Worship
6,00 p.m
Evensr;Worship
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Worship
PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10,00 a.m
Sunday School
Church
11:00 a.rn. & 6,00 p.m
7:00 p.m
Wedne.sday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10,00 a.m.
Suriday Snhool
11,00 a.m
Worship Service
5.00 p.m.
Sight
Sunday
7-00 p_m
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6.30 p.m.
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7.00 p.m
DETTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
Ilam &fipm
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10.00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday. Worship
FATTF1 TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10:30 a m ta 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a m
Sunday School & Worship
p m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p.m & Wed 7 p.m.
TRINFIT CHRISTIAN CENTER
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 50 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURC1I-NEW CONCORD
10.00 a m.
Sunday School
11 00.7.10 p nt
Worahip Senrice
PIESSYTIONAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9,30 a.m.
Sunday School
10,45 a.m.
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:0G a m.
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m
Worship Service
/corm KV SANT GROVE
10'00 a.m.
Sunday School
11'00 a.m.
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRZSBYFERIAN CHURCH
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
II a.m. & 6 p.m.

triqrry CUMBERIAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00a m & 6.30 p.m.
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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Special thankS to the merChants who make ihis page possible.
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.

CI

SINCE 1944

Office
100 h. Sth St. • Mutt ay, 1,1Y 42071
75 3-3 500 • at,* tr.mck hens ylamOSOR

1400458-0492
1303 SIM nouls* North

tenate
CIP.,..4011ty
411;

Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270{ 759 I C ;

lendale

LORoER & TIMES
1270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com

Our Family Is Here To

Technology Specialists

CHRYSLER-DODGE•JEEP

Help Yours.
K.

IrAir

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY,KY • 753-6448

MERCURY
LINCOLN

1707 W. Main • Murray • 270-753-1962

Cher Showroom is Open
1:30
(, I 2 •••••

tit

753-57 vi

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

753-3540

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

7(11 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Thornton Tile and Marble

,atxr0
,
71i s000D 4(1

50000 A/4a

Pmfessional (.'are wirh a Persoria1 Touch
208 S. Oth St • Murny,KY •(270)759-9500
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Church Bulletins
IJNITED
10-00•m
11 00 a m
,tce 6 30 p m
JHrTED
10-00 a.m
II 00•in
EL UNITED
D 30• m
11 00• m
NT GROVE
9 45•n,
10-45 a m
UNITED
9-00• m
10 00• m

LIOIS CHURCH
10.00 a m
11 -00• m

DIE
IURCH
9:45 a m.
10.45 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
IMMO
OWSHIP
F GOD
10:00 a.m.
.m & 6.00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
STOLIC
CHURCH
10,00 a.m.
11:00a.m.
5,00 p.m.
7.00 p.m.
MIPLE
10:00 a m.
..m & 6.30 p m.
ervtct. 7 00 p m
ITAL CHURCH
10-00 a.m.
1 a m & 6 p.m
ST UPC
10,00 a.m.
11700 a.m
7,00 p.m.

INACLE
10:00 a.m.
1 a.m. & 7 p.m.

NTECOSTAL
6,00 p.m.
0a m
6 p.m.

r UNITED

CHURCH
thip
10 a.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m

7ORD
nnce
10 a.m.
. & Wed. 7 p.m.

AN CEN7SR
10:00 a.m.
0 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.

&COSTAL
:10NCOHD
10:00 A.M.
11 00-7,30 p.m.

EWAN

FrERIAN
9'30 a.m.
10,45 a.m

IERLAND
10-00 a in.
1100 am

NT GROVE
10:00 a.m.
11,00 a.m.

'BERLAND
CHURCH
10,00 a m.
1 a.m. & 6 p.m.

CRIAND
10:00 a.m.
m. & 6.30 p.m.

larble

:EA
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759-9500
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Lhurches
h‘o e
released information concerning
their worship services for dle
coming weekend AS follows:
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson. pastor, will speak
about
"Moving
Forward:
Commitment" with scripture
from Nehemiah 3:1-8 at the II
a.m. worship service and Fifth
Sunday. Singing will be at the 6
p.m. worship service. The choir
will sing "Our God Reigns"
with Ron Hardcastle playing the
clarinet for the offertory. Trish
Barton will be in charge of Kid's
Comer at the morning hour.
Sunday School will be at 10
a_m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
about "The Temptation of Jesus
Christ" with scripture from Lake
4:1-13 at the 10:30 a.m. worship
service and about "The New
Birth Is a Must" with scnpture
from John 3 and 4 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. The Choir will
sing "My Life Is in Your Hands"
and Carrie Douglas will present
special music at the morning
hour and Carolyn Winchester
will present special music at the
evening
hour.
Danny
Cunningharn and Mark Morgan
will serve as deacons of the
week. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
Flint Baptist: Bro. Walter
Clark of Corinth. Miss., will be
giving trial semions at the 11
a.m. and 6:45 p.m. worship
services. Darrin Chapman will
be song leader with Karon
Johnson as pianist and Gina
Brandon as organist. Larry
Gilbert will be deacon of the
week. Children's Church will
not be held Sunday. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. with
Brian Whybark as superintendent and Austin Chapman as song
leader. Bro. Jim Simmons is
interim pastor.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak
about
"L,earning,
Growing and Changing" with
scripture from John 15:1-11, 16
at the 8:45 a.m. EarlY 1:1011
service and I I a.m. traditional
service. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is
pianist and Joan Bowker is
organist. Michelle Ford. Laura
Neal, Norman Wurgler and
James
Weatherly will sing
"Praise God Forever" and The
Handbells will play "The Ash
Grove (Welsh Folk Melody)" at
the second service. Kristen
Schwartz will give the children's message at both services.
Acolytes will be Mallory
Wooldridge and Kathryn James
with Sylvia James as acolyte
parent. Also assisting will be
Kim Black, Jennifer Riley, Roy
Riley and Gary Vaca, along with
the Praise Team at the early
strvice. Sunday School will be
at 9:50 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.
John Denham, pastor. will speak
about "The
Peace
That
Surpasses Comprehension" with
scripture from Philippians 4:4-8
at the 11 a.m. service and the
regular fifth Sunday Singing
will be at 6 p.m. with special

In our
music by church members and
guests. Kevin Crawford is music
director with Mary. Davis and
Glenda Rowlett as musicians.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. with James Rickman as
director.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor. will speak about "From
Admiration to Rejection" with
scripture from Luke 4:16-20 at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service.
Patsy Chaney will be liturgist.
Todd Hill is choir director with
Lee Kem Hundley and !Cala
Dunn as accompanists. Ushers
will be George Kipphut, Rocky
& Tern Long and Paul Shaw.
North Pleasant Grove
Ctunberland Presbyterian: A
speaker for The Gideons will
speak at the I a.m. worship
service, according to Rev.
Charles
Westfall,
pastor.
Camme Cain will lead the
singing with Margaret Nell
Boyd as pianist. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.ni.
worship services. Eddie Morris
will give the children's sermon.
Henry Nance is music director
with Sherry Fortner, Oneida
White and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. The choir will
sing "I'll Tell the World That
I'm a Christian" at the morning
service and Josh Owen will give
special music at the evening
hour. Assisting will be Jimmy
Hale, deacon of the week; Gene
Collins, Philip Harrell, Bobby
Warren and James Beane,
greeters; Gene Collins and Phil,
Jason and Brian McCuiston,
ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
First Christian: Rev. Dr.
Ruth Ragovin, senior minister,
will speak about "See What
Love he Father Has For Us!"
with scnpture from 1 John 3:1,
23-24 at the contenaporiuy worship celebration at 9 a.m. and
traditional worship celebration
at 10:45 a.m. Mark Dycus is
choir director with Donnie
Hendrix, Judith Hill and Julie
Warner, accompanists. The
chancel choir will sing ''A LordBuilt House." Baptism for
Elijah Burkeen will be at the
service. Assisting will be Ruth
Daughaday. worship leader;
John Fuqua and Dan McKeel,
elders: Diana Arnett, Leah Hart,
Rebecca
Landolt,
Nancy
Manning and Lesa Sims. diaconate: Abby and Alex Arnett,
acolytes,.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Ed
Chapman will speak at the 8:45
and 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. The regular monthly
business meeting will follow the
evening service. The worship
services wili be led by Mark
Hardison, Ray Hays and Justin
Phillips. Accompanists will be
Susan Reynolds, Hazel Jean
Brandon and Carol Kelly.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services.
Bro. Jeff Prater is minister of

music with the accompanists
being Kathy Thweatt arid Misty
Williams. Assisting will be Stan
Paschall. deacon of the week.
and Ron James, yoke fellow.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
A.M.

First Baptist: Pastor Sam
Rainer will speak about "For the
Sake of Humanity" of the sermon senes, "So That You May
Know" at 8:30 and 10:55 a.m.
worship services and about "66
in 52" with scnpture from / and
2 Chronicles at the 6 p.m. worship service. Eleanor Spry and
Margaret Wilkins
will be
accompanists. The Praise Team
will be in charge of music tor
the 8:30 service. The sanctuary
choir will sing "0 Come. Be
Born Again" at the second
morning service. Amber Sugg
will give the children's sermon
at the 8:30 service. Assisting
will be Chns Dew and Don
Herndon, deacons of the week.
Boyd Smith, assistant pastor of
students, and Ertn Rainer. Bible
Study will be at 9:45 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Chris
John Dale, minister, will
speak about "Born Again" with
scripture from 1 Peter 2:21-25 at
the 9 a.m. worship service and
Aaron Armstrong and Taylor
Grady will be speakers at the 6
p.m. worship service. Also
assisting will be Todd Walker,
song director. Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth minister, and
Bob Hargrove, Doug Clark.
Fred Douglas, Lance Harper.
Ryan Kelly, Lucas Stubblefield,
Broock
Simmons, Hunter
Garrison and Logan Canter. A
short worship service will be at
5 a.m. and Church School at 10
a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worstup semice with Tom Villafor assistant
to the pastor. Carol Brunn will
be in charge of children's sen.ice. Allison Chaney will direct
the choir with Pat Brum, Renee
Doyle and Carla Halkais as
accotnpanists. Sunday School
with Tim Chaney, supenntendent. will follow. The Sunday
night service is canceled so
members niay attend the 5th
Sunday Singing at 6 p.m. at
Kirksey Unitcd
Methodist
Church. Both Kirksey and
Goshen Choirs will be singing.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Nick Calhoon will
speak at the 11 a.m. youth worship service. The choir will sing
''Open My Eyes Lord." Karen
Coles and Sharon Myatt will be
accompanists. Larry Chrisman
and Johnny Underwood will be
ushers. Sunday School will
begin at 10 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Rev. Allen Trull, pastor, will
speak about "A Place of Rest"
with scripture from Matthew
11:28-30 at the 9:45 a.m. service. Johnna Nance will be in
charge of Children's Church.
Toni Jones will be the organist.
Sunday School will follow. the
worship service.

CHURCHES
Lynn Grove Methodists to host game night
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church will host an indoor
game night, open to the public,
on Saturday at 5 p.m. at the
church.
"Games and snack foods will
be provided. Most of all. we'd
like for you to bring yourself
and your family and come to
have a good time." said Pastor
Apnl Arnold.
The church has Sunday
School at 9 a.m.. Worship at
9:30 a.m.. and Bible Study the
first and third Sundays at 5 p.m.
The church also has an active
children's ministry.
To reach the church take Ky.
94 West o Lynn and tum right at
the caution light and the church
is on the left. "As United
Methodists, we are a part of
God's Universal Christian
Church with which there are no
bounds. As
the
United
Photo provuded
Methodist slogan says. we are a Sam Arnold, right, Lynn Grove United Methodist Church,
people of "Open Hearts. Open shares God's love by giving John Foster, left. a pack of gum
Minds and Open Doors. All are with a Bible verse attached dunng this month's children's outing to Universal Kids.
welcome," Pastor Arnold said.

Fifth Sunday Singing to be at Salem church
Salem Baptist Church will
have a Fifth Sunday Singing on
Sunday at 6 p.m.
Featured will be the local

What Would
Jesus Do?

dren to a similar expenence.
"They can decide for themselves
when they get older" was the
rationale. We are now seeing
the results of this decision in
what some of these children
have called, "the imprisonment
to a lite of meaninglessness."
An entire generation of adults is
coming on the scene with no
framework for living. having
been taught that there are no
absolutes and that all is relative.
They have few standards to
guide them. Nothing is sacred.
God is either dead or irrelevant.
Life seems to be without meaning or purpose. As one wnter
suggested, they have been
shoved "into the deep end of life
without first being taught to
swim." Now, they are beginning to cry out in the words of
"the Teacher," "Meaningless!
Meaningless! . . . Utterly meaningless! Everything is meaningless" (Ecclesiastes 1:2).
In contrast. Jesus said, "You
will know the truth, and the truth
will set you free" (John 8:32).
Therefore, not all truth is relative. Knowable, absolute truth
begins with the God who created us in his own image. No one
knows how to live better than
the creator of all things. He

gives purpose and meaning to
life. His truth provides guidelines that make for better and
healthier relationships, the inner
peace of a clear conscience and
hope beyond the inevitable pain
and suffering of life. He has
provided truth that sets us free to
really live in abundance. as
opposed to the futility of sin and
godlessness.
If you feel that religion was
crammed down your throat as a
child. try to find out what made
you feel that way. Then you will
be better prepared to introduce
your children to Christianity. and
provide a more positive expenence. Find a church and a way
that not only seeks to be faithful
to Jesus but which also seeks to
understand life and tries to make
Christianity relevant and meaningful. Whatever you do, don't
destroy. your children's lives by
dumping them into the misery of
meaninglessness. They won't
thank you for it.
1Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th. Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the web:
www.nchristorg

The church is located at 44
Coopertown Rd.. Murray, just •
north of Lynn Grove, off Ky.
Hwy. 94 West.

Michelle Obama makes
obesity campaign personal
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) —
Campaigning against childhood
obesity. first lady Michelle
Obama says she knows firsthand how tough it can be for
stressed parents to fix their kids'
had eating and exercise habits.
The first lady said her own

daughters were starting to get
off-track before their pediatrician warned her to watch it. She
says the family tumed things
ai-ound by cutting out weekday
TV time, paying more attention
to portion sizes and sneaking
more fruits and vegetables onto

the table.
Mrs. Obama appeared at
YMCA in

a

Alexandria. Va.,

Thursday with Surgeon General
Regina Benjamin, who issued a report calling obesity a major
public health problem.

Your 2010 just got

Is your New Year's Resolution to help the
environment or to get organized? FNB's
eBanking Services can help you go green
and slim down your paper clutter. It's
fast, free, safe, and designed to save you
time and money. Celebrate 2010 by
experiencing the ultimate banking
convenience today.

Resentment of prayer
Question:
I'm
a
believer,
but I still
harbor
somt
resentment
of m.v. parents' religion. Why
do parents
have
to
By Richard
cram their
Youngblood, religion
Minister of
down the
University
throats of
Church of
their chilChrist
dren?
Answer: I don't believe Jesus
wants parents to crain their religious beliefs down their children's throats. While he spoke
clearly and directly to the issues
of life. Jesus also emphasized
individual responsibility and
allowed each person to make
his/her own choices. However.
this does not mean parents
should neglect the spiritual
instruction of their children for
fear of misunderstanding and
resentment.
Because
many
"babyboomers" found their childhood
church experiences boring, they
decided not to subject their chil-

group. "The Messengers."
Bro. Charles Peeler is the song
leader. For more infoimation
call 435-4294.
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Go Green With Your
Finances Today!
•

Online Banking
Online Bill Pay
E-mail Statements
Mobile Banking

FN.

www.thinkfnb.com'
1304 Chestnut St., Suite E •(270) 767-1240
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NRCS announces
upcoming WRP
application
ranking dates
Special to the Ledger
USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS)
in Kentucky is accepting applications for the Wetlands
Reserve Program (WRP).
Upcoming application ranking
cut-off dates are January 31;
March 15; May I; June 15; and
July 31.
WRP applications are continually accepted and those
applications received after du
cut-off dates will be deferred
until the next ranking cycle.
The Wetlands Reserve
Program is a voluntary program offering landowners the
opportunity to protect, restore
and enhance wetlands on their
Through WRP,
property.
NRCS has provided Kentucky
landowners with more than $29
million to restore more than
17,000 acres of cropland, pastureland and other altered lands
to their original wetland conditions.
The compensation portion
of the Food, Conservation anti
Energy Act of 2008(2008 Farm
Bill) for WRP may. be of special interest to local landowners. The 2008 Farm Bill
authorizes the Secretary of
Agriculture to pay as compensation for a WRP easement the
fair market value of the land, as
determined by an appraisal or
an area-wide market analysis or
survey. The amount paid is
limited to a geographic cap or
the landowner offer, whichever
is less.
Landowners can enroll their
land under a permanent easement option for a lump sum
easement payment and up to
100 percent of the wetland
restoration costs.
Eligible
lands include farmed wetlands,
prior convened cropland,
(armed wetland pasture. farm/Ind.. that floods f4i nve
farmland with someWat
ly drained soils, and current or
abandoned cropland with tile
lines, drainage ditches, dikes or
other similar alterations.
Residents should see their
local district conservationist to
determine if their land qualifies.
For more information
regarding WRP, visit the NRCS
Web
site
at
www.ky.nrcs.usda.gov/programs.
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Fed chief awaits key Senate vote on confirmation
By JIM KUHNHENN
JEANNINE AVERSA
Associated Press Wnters
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate cntics
arrayed themselves against Federal
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke on
Thursday. detenumed to take issue with
his bid for a second term leading the
nation's central bank even as his confirmation seemed assured.
Bernanke needed a 60-vote Alper
majority to beat a filibuster aimed at
blocking his reappointment. Even his
opponents predicted he would prevail in
and

ote scheduled for mid-aftemoon.
"Bemanke fiddled while our markets
burned.- said Sen. Richard Shelby, RAla., voicing a common complaint that
Bemanke did not detect the corning crisis
and failed to rein in the banking industry.
His supporters argue that once ttte crisis was upon hint he used aggressive and
creative measures to bring stability to the
financial system.
"He has kept a steady hand on the tiller
in a perfect economic storm." Sen.
Roben Menendez, D-N.J., said.
The vote could still be the slimmest for
thc

a Federal Reserve nominee, eclipsing the
opposition to Paul Volcker in 1983, when
he was confirmed for a second term by a
vote of 84-16. No Fed chairman nominee
has been rejected by the Senate.
The stock market has been rooting for
Bernanke. The Dow Jones industrial
average plunged last week amid news of
mounting opposition, then recovered
when his prospects brightened.
The Federal Reserve wields enormous
power over American pocketbooks. It
has the power to set interest rates that
influence economic activity, employment

and inflation. And it helps maintain economic stability by making emergency
loans to banks when they can't get catiO
elsewhere.
"I believe that the chairman is going
be confirmed by a bipartisan vote,.".
Senate Republican leader Mitctt
McConnell, R-Ky., said Wednesday.
Widely credited with avoiding a finack
cial catastrophe, Bernanke has angercil
the public and lawmakers with his sal?
port of Wall Street bailouts — especiak
the $182 billion rescue of insurance giait
American International Group Inc.
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Kentucky Derby Museum
to reopen with new exhibits
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky Derby Museum
is reopening this spring after a
$5.5 million renovation that
was accelerated by flooding
last year.
The Aug. 4 flood caused
some $4 million in damage,
and the museum has been
closed since then. When it
reopens April 18, two weeks
before the Kentucky Derby
next door at Churchill Downs,
it will feature nearly all new
exhibits.
Museum
spokeswoman
Wendy Treinen told The
Courier-Journal that the only
exhibit that will be untouched
is a tribute to farriers, who shoe
horses. A 360-degree video,
"The Greatest Race," will be
shown on a new screen.
The museum, which opened
in 1985 and celebrates its 25th
anniversary this year, had been
planning a renovation but the
flooding
accelerated
the
redesign, officials said. The
basic adult admission price will
remain $12 after the reopening
The museum lost more than
27,000 items such as office
supplies and furniture, in the
flood. In addition, nearly 2,500
archival records including photographs, historic newspaper
clippings and racing fortns
were damaged beyond repair.
Part of the renovation
includes exhibits that will
allow visitors to climb aboard a
racehorse. take home a recipe
for a traditional Kentucky
Derby dish, test their Kentucky
Derby IQ, learn how to read a
thoroughbred-sales catalog.
attempt to call a horse race. or
put down a bet and see how it
plays out.
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ALL'A'CLASSIC STATE TOURNAMEN I
MURRAY HIGH vs. WALTON-VERONA —
TODAY — McBRAYER ARENA

Tower of
London
ENGLAND NATIVE
HOUSE BRINGS
MURRAY'S MISSING
FACET HEIGHT
Isacc Miles

B.J. Jenkins

Ity TOMMY DIUARD
Sports Wnter
BEREA. Ky. — Sian House
had always been ashamed of her
height.
At six-foot-two, she towered
over her classmates in her
hometown of Flitwick, a small
hamlet just north of London in
the picturesque English countryside.
An easy target for bullies, she
never felt like she belonged.
Fast fonvard two years, and
House is laughing and joking
with her teammates, a wide
srnile across her face, as she
boards Murray's team bus to
depart from 'Thursday morning's
practice session at Berea
College, 20 miles south of
Richmond, where Murray will
face Walton-Verona in the All
'A'Classic quarterfinals today at
12:30 p.m.
An integral part of the Lady
Tigers' program-best 20-1 start,
House is loving life these days.

Her height is still her defining
physical attribute, but in basketball-crazy Kentucky, it's celebrated rather than ridiculed.
"I was bullied every year I
was in school in England
because of how tall was," she
says. "Coming here, it's a good
thing. It's flipped. I finally fit in.
I have something my height is
useful for."
When Steve House was told
he needed to move to America in
thc spring of 2008 to be closer to
his company's customer base,
he chose Murray because of a
few acquaintances among
employees at Morningstar
Foods.
He made a preliminary trip to
dte area before moving his family and visited Murray High
School, where he was introduced to girls basketball head
coach Rechelle Turner.
Next comes the part Sian
enjoys telling most.
•See HOUSE,28

Kenneth Faried

TOMMY DILLARD

Lei1ge, &

Shelby Crouch (left) offers some encouragement to
Murray center Sian House as she steps to the free throw
ilne during the Lady Tigers' first-round All 'A' Classic win
over Glasgow Wednesday night in Richmond. House
scored 11 points and blocked five shots.

Ivan Aska

Danero Thomas

Center of Attention
FARIED GETTING MOST NODS FOR POY,
WHILE RACERS MAKE CASE FOR THEMSELVES
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
urray State assistant
coach Brett Campbell
gave Billy Kennedy a bit
of advice before dte season started: If you have
the best player in the
league, you're going to
win the league.
Campbell would know a little something
.about that, having just been named Ohio
Valley Conference Coach of the Year last
season after leading the UT fvlartin
Skyhawks to their first ever regular season
.crown, thanks in large part to one Lester
Hudson.
Hudson was twice named OVC Player of
the Year. He was drafted by the Boston
,Celtics and has now found a home with the
:Memphis Grizzlies.
But alas, Hudson is gone. which brings a
new breed of talented players to the OVC
:this season.
Flowever. Thesday's coaches teleconference gave no indication that at the halfway
.point of the season, the Player of the Year
talk was a wide-open race.
It's more of a case-closed contest.

m

Walton-Verona's
height, defense will
challenge Murray
LADY TIGERS
I.(X)K TO ADVANCE
TO SEMIS FOR
FIRST TIME IN
SCHOOL HLSTORY

Morehead State's Kenneth Faried was the
overwhelming choice by nearly all 10 head
*Leads the nation in Rebounding (13 4
coaches, except for Kennedy, who would try
*Sown high 19 rebounds eosins, Austin Peav OT
to persuade voters with lsacc Miles.
erben Jan. 2
In the same vein, Eastern Illinois' Mike
*14 Double Doubies (73 in NCAA)
frad Sltelight OVC Plover of the Week honor t4th
Miller, who has seen more than anyone
overeln
could possibly want of Murray State in the
*Averaging le 6 polrits)13 4 rebounds
By TOMMY DILLARD
*Helping Morehead State with a 10-geme win streak
last two weeks said that Miles and B.J.
Sports Wnter
(Currently
2nd icogest nationally, Nod with Murray
Jenkins deserve to be in the conversation.
Statel
RICHMOND, Ky. — In eight
"I think Murray has a great balance to
*Helped end EKU's 9-qatn• *Wining streak
appearances at the All 'A'
*Last Year s OVC Toumarnenfe Most Valuable Player
their team, I think B.J. and Isacc have been
Classic
state
tournament,
*Reigning
Defensive
Ray.'
by
of
the
OVC
Year
outstanding." Miller said. "I think so much
Murray has never advanced to
of being able to play consistently is about
"'The bottom line is Kenneth Faried is the Saturday's semifinal round.
the play of your guards and I think both of best player in our league, there's no doubt
These Lady 'Tigers have the
those guys have had a great season up to this about that," Tyndall said. "Everytime 1 talk
opportunity to do just that when
point."
to an NBA scout, I hear how Kenneth gets they square off against Eighth
Faried is the league's second best scorer rave reviews. The thing with Kenneth, he
Region champion Waltonat 16.1 points per game. Trenton Marshall of does so many things well and anytime you
Verona today at 12:30 p.m.
Jacksonville State is tops with 18.5 points lead the country in retxtunding, like he is
(1:30 EST).
per game. Jenkins and Miles are 18th and going to have a chance to do. you give yourBut despite coming in as a
19th respectively, but both average 10.8 self a chance to play at the next level."
favorite according to the
points per game.
Tyndall said hc has had the "jump to the Courier-Journal's Litkenhous
Faried is also the league's top rebounder pros" talk with the junior and has urged the
computer ratings, Murray coach
at 13.1 boards per game. The second closest 6-foot-8, 225-pound forward/center to
Rechelle Turner is wary of the
is JSU's Nick Murphy at 6.7. However, strongly consider his options.
Lady Bearcats, especially after
Faried's 13.1 rebounds lead the nation.
"The bottom line is if he is a first-round watching
them
dominate
'Those stets alone are why Eagle head pick in this year's draft then he's going to
Owsley County to the tune of
coach Donnie T)rndall refuses to walk the leave and if he's not, then he will come
politically comet line when boasting about back," Tyndall said. "Right now, most peo- 68-33 in Wednesday's first
round.
last year's OVC Tourmunent MVP.
Walton-Verona (16-2), a
•See FAR1ED. 2B

FARIED FACTOR

All 'A' Classic
murray vs. waitss-v•rons
When: 12 30 p m today (1 30 p m
EST)
Where: McBrayer Arena 1Rochmond
Ky I
Radio: WNBS 1340 AM
Records: Murray 20-1 Walton-Verona
16-2
licket Info: Trckels are 510 al
McBrave, Arena
AN 'A' Clank State Tournament
Wednesday
Murray 61 Glasgow 30
Harlan 62 Whaefield Academy 47
Louosvale Holy Cross 67 Betsy Layne
53
Levington Chrlstian Academy 69,
Russell 42
Owensboro Catnoirc 59. Bracken
County 57
Newpod Central Cathollc 62 Caldwell
County 32
Watton-Berona 68 Owsley County 33
Friday
Ouanertnals
Harlan vs Holy Cross, 8 a m LCA vs
Owensboro Catholic. 9 30 New Celt
vs Green County 11 a m Murray vs
Walton-Verona. 12 30 p m
Saturdey
Serndinals 9 a m , 10 30 a m •
Sunday
champoonshc game 11 30 a m
AN Tomes CST

northern
Kentucky
public
school located close to the
Cincinnati suburbs, used a
II See MURRAY, 213
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MILWAL, KEL oaf')
Outfielder Jim Edmonds has
agreed to a minor league contract with the Milwaukee
Brewers. hoping to return to the
big leagues after sitting out last
season
39-yeau-old is a career
.284 hitter with 382 homers and
1,176 RBIs in 16 seasons with
Anaheim, St. Louis, San Diego
and the Chicago Cubs.
A four-time All-Star and
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NATiONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
E ngiand
games,

Super Bowl Recoras
By The Associated Prost
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS

1 3 attempts. 5

Most Points After Touchdown. Genie
— ' Mika Cofer San Francisco vs
Denver 1990 (8 attempts). Lin Elliott
DelieS vs Etuflelo 1993 17 attempts(
Doug linen San Francisco vs San

SCORING
Most Points, Lifetime — 48 Jerry
Rice Sac Francisco Oakland 4 games
Moot Points. Gam* — 1 8. Roger
Miami 1985
Craig San Francisco
Jerry RiCe San Francisco vs Denver
nd vs San Dego 1995. Rcky
y. la9ge
1990
Ba
Wafters San Francisco vs San Diego
1995 Terreli Davis Denver vs Green

Gold (*Ise Kinglet,
he hit .235 with 20 homers arid
55 RBIs In III games for the
Padres and C'ubs two years ago

right-Unit

Most Field Goals, Ukstime — 7 Adam
Vinancn New Engiand-Inthanapolis 110
attempts 5 games)
Most Field Goats, Owen — 4 Don
Chandler Onion Bay vs Oakland
1968 Ray Worsening San Francisco
vs Cincinnati, 1982

Goodell: Pro
Bowl date
switch already
'a success'

Longest Field Goal — 54 Steve
Christie Buffalo vs DaNas. 1994
Mos, Safeties — 1 Dwight White
Pritsburgn vs Minnesota, 1975, Reggie
Harnson Pittsburgh vs Oakes 1976
Henry Weedller, Chicago vs New
England 1986. G*Orge Marton. New
York vs Denver 1987 Bruce Smith
Buffalo vs New York 1991

OCHOCINCO
WANTS TO KICK
IN PRO BOVVI,

NASCAR

Patrick to run at least 12race NASCAR schedule
MOORESVILLE, N.C.(AP)
IndyCar star Danica Patrick
will compete in at least 12
NASCAk races this season and
could make her debut in the season opener.
JR Motorsports announced
Patrick's schedule Thursday.
Her first race, though, is still
uncertain. Patnck is waiting to
decide whether to race in the
Nationwide Series opener at
International
Daytona
Speedway on Feb. 13.
The team says it will decide
after Patrick makes her stock car
debtit in the Feb. 6 ARCA race
at Daytona. If she feels comfortable. she could race the following week in NASCAR's secondtier series. It would be a daunting NASCAR start considering
more than a dozen Sprint Cup
regulars, including team owner
Dale Earnhardt Jr.. drive in that
onc.

"Like I've said before. we
just want to be smart and calculative about this process."
Patrick said. "The tracks we've
selected not only compliment
the IndyCar schedule, but will
give me quality' seat time at a
vanety of facilities."
If Patrick doesn't drive the
Nationwide race at Daytona, she
will make her debut the following week in Fontana, Calif.
Her remaining schedule
includes Las Vegas (Feb. 20), a
four-month hiatus to focus on
the IndyCar Senes and her
return to NASCAR at New
Hampshire (June 26).
She also will race in Chicago
(July 9), Michigan (Aug. 14),
Dover. Del. (Sept. 25), Fontana
(Oct. 9), Charlotte (Oct. 15).
Madison, Ill. (Oct. 23), Texas
(Nov.6), Phoenix(Nov. 13), and
Homestead. Fla.(Nov. 20).

Doug
manager
(lencre.!
Melvin has been looking for
left-handed hitters to help fill
out his predominantly nght-

handed roster Mil% Juice s out
fielders include Ryan Braun.
Corey Hart, Carlos Gomez and
Jody Gerut

•Murray

Diego 1995 (7 litternOts)

Moat Touchdovms. Lifetime — 8
Jerry Rce San Francisco-Oakiand 4
games
MOW Touchdown*, Game — 3 Roger
1985,
Craig San Francisco vs
Jerry Rice San FreoCISCO VS 1.3enver
Ricky
1995,
1990 and vs Sa,, Diego
VVatters San Francisco vs San Dego.
1995 Terrell Dav,s Denver vs Green
Bay 1996
Most Points After Touchdown,
Lifetime — 13 Adam Vinahen, Neve

Murray

Edmonds agrees to minor league deal with Brewers

'The Insurance-Center of\Iurral
Ra%incsA

Murray Ledger & Times

LAUDERHILL, Fla. (AP) —
Roger
commissioner
NFL
Goodell says switching the Pm
Bowl to the week before the
Super Bowl is already a success%
because the game is drawing more
attention than ever.
The All-Star ganie is traditionally held the week following the
Super Bowl. Sunday's game
marks the ftrst time in three
decades the Pro Bowl is being
played somewhere other than
Honolulu.
The Pro Bowl will return to
Hawaii for 2011 and 2012.
CINCINNATI (AP) — Chad
Ochocinco wants to show a Pro
Bowl audience that he ,•An leek it
as well as catch it.
Tbe Bengals receiver did some
kickoffs Thursday during practice
for the Pro Bowl in Miami. hoping to convince the coaches that
he's capable of going toe-to-toe in
the all-star game.
The
told
Ochocinco
, Associated Press in a phone interview after practice that he's planning to kick field goals dunng
practice on Friday. He's hoping to
persuade AFC coaches that he
could be more than a just receiver
during the game on Sunday.

From Page 113
stingy "run and jump" trapping defense to handle
Owsley County's two stars
On offense. the Lady Bearcats got solid threepoint shooting to help them bust Owsley County's
zone designed to stop the bread and butter of
Walton-Verona's lineup - its three post players.
"They are better than they appear to he on
paper with their stets," said Turner, who scouted
the Lady Bearcats after her team defeated
Glasgow 61-3(1. "This is going to be different
because they're pretty much the only team we•ve
played all year. with the exception of Henry
County (Tenn.) that has outstanding post players
to go along with their guards."
Those post players are junior Kelli Dixon.
freshman Courtney Sandlin and senior Valerie
Warren.
For Murray, which was outrebounded by a
smaller Glasgow team on Wednesday and obliterated on the offensive boards, Walton-Verona suddenly poses a staunch challenge.
"Our strength is our inside game." said
W'alton-Verona coach Cory Miller after his team's
win Wednesday."We have three strong post players who can score with their backs to the basket
inside 13-17 feet and rebound. Right now, our best
rebouncler pound for pound, though. is 5-foot-5
(guard) Lizzie Hoffa.''

Rebounding from its guards was exactly wri.o
Murray didn't get on Wednesday. Glasgow shot.1
three-pointers and accumulated many lont2
rebounds.
Walton-Verona is also young, starting a fresh
three sophomores and a junior
According to Turner, taking care of the ball
against the Lady Bearcats' jump-trap defense is
the most crucial key to Friday's game
But Cooper's squad is also known for its wide
array of defenses. leaving opponents unsure what
scheme ttkey'll face.
"(lur defensive gameplan will change from
game to game," he said "There are times you will
see gimmick defenses like that Against Murray,
our defense will obviously' be a little bit different
Instead of two players. there are three or four players we're going to need to key on in that game."
The Lady Tigers came to Richmond with the
goal of advancing at least to the semifinals. and
Turner believes her team will be ready to play
after getting the jitters out early in Wednesday's
game.
"I really think they'd be selling themselves
short if they didn't get to Saturday." she said. "I
think that's a goal they have to have first and foremost on their mind on Friday. We've never been to
that spot, never played here on Saturday."
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"When he told her how tall I
was, she asked if 1 played basketball," shc says. "Dad said no,
she doesn't know anything
about it She said OK. well teach
her. So I kind of got dragged
into it, but I'm kind of glad I
did."
When Steve said his daughter
knew nothing of basketball, he
wasn't exaggerating. Basketball
isn't a popular sport in England,
and though it is played, it's
almost exclusively
played
among boy s
Not only had Sian never
played organized basketball, she
had scarcely seen it. She was
used to playing netball in gym
class, a garne which features a
hoop but no backboard and
doesn't require players to dribble.
She began practicing with the
team over the surruner of 2008,
but Turner quickly disccvered
getting Sian prepared to play in
games was going to be a project
different from any she had taken
From Page 1B
on in her 14-year coaching
ple think hc would be a mid-to-late second round
tenure.
out."
plays
pick, but we'll see how that all
So she began answering
If Tennessee Tech head coach Mike Sutton has
questions no varsity basketball
a vote, he's hoping Faned chooses the first, and
coach is usually confronted
for good reason.
with.
"If he continues to lead the country in rebound..Whait is Inc purpose of the
ing that's just an unbelievable statistic and that's
men in the black and white
the one thing that always translates into the NBA
shirts?(Tumer likes to joke that
is guys that can rebound," Sutton said. 'If that's
no one is quite sure.)
going to happen though, hope it happens tomorWhy do ti.vo people stand in
face
to
row so that no one else in the league has
the center of the court and jump
him. That guy is good."
for the ball at the beginning of
There's other guys that are good. too.
every game?
::../itson James at UT Martin likes Faried, Miles
What is a "free-throw"?
the.
but
Thomas,
•inli-kacers Ivan Aska and Danero
"I guess especially being
firstlear Skyhawk coach also likes Morehead's
from Kentucky. you don't really
Demonte Harper. Eastern Illinois' Tyler Laser and
think about anybody never seeAmain Peay's Wes Channels.
ing the game of basketball."
Maybe it's Jeff Neubauer's logic that mak.es the
reflects Turner. "That was somethat
most sense. The Eastern Kentucky coach said
thing kind of foreign to me."
because he hasn't seen Murray State since early
Once Sian began to underDecember and it's not clear who will win the
stand the basics of the game and
league yet. he's reserving comment.
as terminology, the Murray
Murray State is currently undefeated in the
coaches gave her several DVDs
league at 10-0. but Morehead is closely behind at
of previous Lady Tiger games to
center at
No. 2 at 8-1 and EKU is third at 6-3. Shourd things Kenneth Faried, a Junior
watch with her family in an
continue at that pace, the obvious showdowns for Morehead State, Is currently leading all attempt to absorb the game.
i didn't realize
a regular season conference title would come on Divisor, 1 players with 13.4 rebounds. He
'The plays
Feb. 25 and Feb. 27 when the Racers make the has 14 Double Doubles to date. which ties it was so organized." she
Death Valley tnp to Morehead and Richmond.
remembers thinking. "I didn't
him for third In the NCAA.
Kennedy's game-by-game approach has
realize you had certain rotations
the most part.
worked to a T to date. but he adtnitted that, were it team's best penmeter player. and for
and things, and the free throw
guys.
those
limiting
of
job
good
would
really
has done a
not for Miles, he's not sure where his squad
thing, 1 had no idea about that."
Offensively. he creates a lot for us. His field goal
Free throws were one of the
and
selection is good
"Isacc Miles has been the best player for us on percentage is good, his shot
facets of the game for
hardest
he's a big reaboth ends of the floor." Kennedy said. "He usual- he's good for us in practice. For us.
grasp, In the beginning,
to
Sian
success we've had."
ly takes the assignment of guarding the opposing son why we have had the
she would miss shot after shot.
But that began to change
when thc Lady Tigers hosted the
Free Throw Fundraiser, in which
each player secures sponsors
who donate a certain amount of
money to the team depending on
how many free throws are made.
There was also the issue of
learning the nuances of playing
in the post. At first, her coaches
DISIA/XS $111111114
taught her simply to call for a
Conrocaly Erwited, incaratatti Conerela Atom OWPoe*
Carpenter Oat, Ail(haftlatarfaii
lob pass and lay it in. Nov.', she
has real. bonafide post moves.
2 Car Vinyl Siding
Sian credits her teammates

.
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Sian House Is surrounded by a sea of Glasgow players as
she goes up for a rebound In Wednesday night's. After
moving from England in the spring of 2008 with no basketball experience, House is one of them most integral
pieces of Murray's AO 'A' Classic run.
with being patient and making ing basketball to soccer and
her feel welcomed in her new rtigby.
Kayleig,h plays for Murray'
country.
"She was really shy at first, Middle's seventh-grade teant
but her accent was really strong where she plays the same posiand we all thought it was cute," tion as her older sister.
"I love watching her and you
said senior guard Sarah Crouch.
"We knew she had a lot of can tell she watches me," says
potential," says Emily Benson. Sian. "She was playing in a tour"You had to go slow with her. be nament recently and she posted
very patient and encouraging. up and Haley Armstrong's sister
We'd always try to pick her up if threw a lob over this girl's head.
she was down and be real posi- My sister scored, but she hadn't
tive with her because she needed been taught that. So you can tell
she's been watching us play and
that."
Sian is incredibly' athletic for seeing how we do the high and
her size. She isn't clumsy. pos- low thing."
Turner can say beyond the
sesses good footwork and has
great hands. Some of that natu- shadow of a doubt that without
ral athletic ability comes from Sian. her team would not be 20genetics. Steve was a semi-pro 1 Sian brings the one aspect
soccer player and also played Murray has been missing frorn
its equation in recent years -competitive rugby and cncket.
"Her athleticism was one of height.
Though she isn't starting. she
the first things we noticed,"
Turner recalls. "Even a kid that is playing around 20 minutes per
size that has been playing bas- game arid is one of the first Lady
ketball her whole life doesn't Tigers off the bench each night.
usually move as well as she 'along with defensive specialist
does. Her hands are amazing Amanda Winchester.
Turner maintains that defen:se
because Janssen makes passes
sometimes that we don't even and rebounding are her strongesi
know she's going to make and suits, but House has developed
Sian just does a really good job into a scorer as well, She put in
11 points in Mun-ay's region
of catching it and putting it in."
Sian has gotten plenty of tole win over Ballard Memorial
encourgement from Steve and and scored I I again Vv'ednesday
Catherine and her sister. against Glasgow.
Her ability to block shots o
Kayleigh. Steve sometimes
attempts to offer advice, equat- perhaps her best attribute - shc
batted away five agailst
Glasgow."The points are just:an
added bonus," says Tumer."Her
defense and rebounding chanties
the complexion of each ahil
US Hwy. 64I S.•Playear, TN
every game we play. It allots,
iirs Wed. & Thurs. 3 prn Ian(• Fri., Sal. & Sun. 12 inn til 3 tun
our guards to get after peoile.
Friday Night January 29th
allows us to pressure mitirc
because we know we h4s••
The Storm
somebody defending the rim
per person 1 who is going to make it hard lin
9:30 p.m. till 1:30 a.m.•
)
•
the other team to score."
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per
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In Loving Memory

Juanita Woods
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Once again your birthday is near.
Once again I wish you were here.
1 know in my heart that you are gone.
111.1,• 1 know you are happy in your heavenly
•
home.
Aut when I remember the past, the
things . we did, the times we laughed.
I know we cannot turn back time.
A better friend I will never find.
Missed so much by- family and friends Even in death our love never ends.

•••
•;••

Happy Birthday
In Heaven Our Big Sis
By Sandra Runyon Williams
Sister:5
Margie, Ruth & Ethel
Brothers
Vern, Jim Joe

Woad
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Register
now for
Winter/Spring classes
Classes available for
ages Newborn- 5years oid Register by
ceiling (270)753-3763
or (2701978-1960
NOT1C E
Advertiser, are
requested to check
the first Insertion ot
*veer od tor any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be respon*ibis tor only OKA
incorrect Insertion.
Any error should be
reported Immediatle
ly so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
. Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibil•
ity whatsoever for their
activities
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JUST glve us•call.
we'll be gled to help.
`four loved one we'll
try to trid,
'Cause we ali have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

DISCLAIMER
When acceseng the
"help wanted" section
no our classifieds
wetipoge at
murrayledger corm
you will tie redirected
to rohnetwork corn.
By default.
Murray and local Joh
listings wil! appear on
this website
However. as a national
weberte. not all listings
on the Oboe*ork com
are placed tluough
the Murray ledger
dc Times Please call
us if you hare any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings Thank you

EXPERIENCED AR
clerk, full-time. 8014110f1Mar-Oct.
Mail
el
resume to. PO Box
Murray,
328,
HOME based business, unlimited
income, join my Avon
team, call KIM.
(270)873-9917
SCHWAFIZ SUPPLY
SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley DE
Murray, KY 42071
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Applicants must be
very detail oriented.
excellent reading skills.
Shipping
and
Receiving expehence
(preferred not mandatory), able to be work
on feet for at least B-to12 hours a day. Be
able to push. pull. &
up-to 50-lbs
Will be wOrking some
Saturdays
Must be available to
work overtime as
needed.
PLEASE APPLY IN
PERSON ON LOCATION

LOST:
Female,
Minature
Schnauzer in
Lynn Grove
area.
435-4608
293-1363

FOR rent 344.24' beau
ty salon with 3 stahons.
C/H/A, city water
Located at 5423 Hwy
841. Hazel. For more
information CAN
270-293-7746 or
270-293-7747
Newt cash? Like candles' Make money
selling candlesl
Tern 0 270-331-8585
for info

MOBILE-HOME lo
rent in New Concoro
2131,
1, 2BA $325/mo +
$325/deposit
436-6057
280'
Mob% isomers For Swot
2BED. 2bath, no pets,
$450 deposit,
$450/month
(270)869-4653

1 OR 2br apts. near
dowritown Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, price reduced,
various locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR apt. namely furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$300/mo. 767-9037
2BR duplex, C/H/A,
various locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

lirliassavy

2BR duplex. w/appliances & carport, no
pets. Carl 227-7414

ANT1OUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors-436-5235,
227-8004
BUYING old U S Coon
Paying
collections
Blue Book varue
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
AMON
For Bate

VACUUM cleaners,
bags, baits. Jerry
Sporting Goods.
Mayfiield
270-247-4704.

2BR near MSU. appliances
turnishea,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

2eFir 2 hill bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
water
furnished
&SOO:month, no pets.
753-2225 or 759-1509after 5:00.
2BR, 2BA. garbage.
water & cable included.
$800 month. I year
lease, 104 Park St
753-9479 ask for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 ask for Steve
after 5'00pm.
2BR, 2BA, no pets.
$500/rent + deposit.
293-5423.

Trends N
Treasures
1306 S 12tn St
Flea Market
Vendors Wanted
(270)761-6255
WHITE baby bed with
pink/green bedding,
(270) 873-7601 call
after 3pm.

3BR. 2BA, no pets
$700/mo + $700
deposit. 293-5423
313R, 2BA, very r.ice.
1800
Valley
Dr.
$700/mo. 753-5344.
4BR. C/H/A. all appliances Coleman RE
753-9698

IMP -APPLIANCE'S
lAiARCI ELKINS

Nora hartestings
/11/.AT AF ER
rlillifSIMAS

270-7534556
TDD 1-106.545-1633
Ext. 283 A
E wai opportoity.kj

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696, 2934600

(270) 753-1713

-

%At f
MAIN SIRE t
rUFtNIFittiNG', .101 MAPLE_ Sty/ 70
76`,1 •
NICE forrnal dining
table with 8 chairs. 4
years old. $1,000.
759-4316
SLEEPER sofa, fight
blue backgrouna with
mufti-colored flowers.
great condrtion $200
293-2102

Firewood
293-2487 Firewood.
FIREWOOD (270)21°6267 or (270)2263845 Pick up or delivery

PICTURES - S12 EACH
(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
S8 more for a double spot

NICE 2BR, IBA, CHA.
all appliances & WD in
Hazel. $400 + dep. No
pets, ref & lease. 7531059
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedrocm Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apis
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO it -800-648-6056

In() more than 2S words)

213R brick, appliances
urnished. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308.
2BF111BA rn city, completely redecorated,
new heating & AC
units, kitchen stove,
fridge, W/D-hookup.
no pets. $450 You
pay utilities. Can
addWasher/Dryer
units-extra.
TEL.-270-767-1176

Peadline for receipt
ot photos 6- love
lines is Monday,
February S at 5PM.
Mail information, payment, and ‘ender's name and phone number
PO Box 1040, Murray, Al 42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Sfurray

3BR, 1Bath, 1 car
garage, washer 8
dryer. gas heat. located on Coldwater Rd,
near university
$690/mo. 753-2225

between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Eft•

Rug*
3BR 2BA bnck. 223 S.
12Iti St. C/H/A, appliances furnished, storage
bldg..
room
upstairs. 753-3487
313F1/2BA brick in city.
quiet residential neighborhood. central-heat
& air, kitchen stove,
fhdge, dishwasher,
W/D-hookup,
big
fenced back yard.
$850.
TEL.-270-767-1176.
Nice country home. 3
miles North of murray,
3BR. 1BA detached
garage, new CHA,
W/D hook-up. hardwood floors, new
remodel. no pets, nonsmoking, lease S550
mo security deposit.
Eve 759-1204

J&L RENTALS
MINi-STORAGE
72W S. 4TH Si.

2008 Taurus SEL.
4-dour sedan, 27,900
miles, 3.5L V-8, multi
CD-changer, leather
interior. power front
seats, sun-rool. burgundy exterior excellent condition Estate
sale item, 615,800.
(2701753-0188 'ewe
message.

Ledger k Mies Ian
Heldiell AO Neer

All
able advertised herein
i• lubjed 10 the Federal Fe,
Keens Act. which rnakre
Et advertise al, MTV
1mthation or diwnmmahon hard or, race. color.

IIX IS $25

lex l5
(27S) OS-2524
(270)293-6906

err. handicap, familial Ma

onno, or niter,
non to make ani sucli preference, Imitator. or ch.-11milatam

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
+Inside climate Lontrol
siurage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
sWe sell boxes,
eNe rent U.1-lauls
"53 9600

State Laws forted dismminabon
in the sale. rental or advertrang
real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
Vie will knovringlv acorpt rans
adiernune lor realest,* which
,not in vaorawei 01 dw Li. Al
persons are herds informed
hat all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal oppurts
nitv hash

C.oresuerlas Prop. for Rani

For further rename with Far
Hooking Advertising require
ments. contact NA A Counsel
Rene l' Atilarn. t7n3) IMO

For Rent Large commercial building with
office. Call Pam for
details 502-314-8328.

Used Cre

1

Mar.,

Caner d 1211 & Glendale.

I

Homes For WS

99 maroon Dooge
Stratus. high miles.
salvage title. car in
good shape, asking
$1.500.00 OBO For
more information contact Michelle 0
(270)293-7107

2003 H-D Heritage
Classic. Bieck. 2.800
moles 270-293-7404
See at Cain's, Inc
64 1 N

L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
mowing. Manicming;

• •0411.10,

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

144111t1Stapillg

AKC registered lab
yuppies, black &
chocolate $150
(731)247-5142
DOG Obedience
(270)436 2858
Urissedi Supplies 1

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(2701 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am 4prn M-F

illORSI.
ItO1RDINE:
%Ito
f vs'Isisr
rif
.1 if I 1114.11.‘v.11 144
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‘1.1 11
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1

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
• 270-753-5562
IN% ( vim! •s;

\Off 'N11)1411.1

41
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GET THIS
I X1
AD FOR
$75 00
A MONTH
753-1916

Soatemsrio
MOTORCYCLE het
mats, jackets. boots
Jerry Sporting C-oods.
Mayfield
270-2474704

Show your loved ones that you care by placing a special
Valentine's Day picture and message or a Love Line

LOVELINE - $10 EACH

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments

LARGE
.SELECTION

VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view WiD.
refrigerator.
stove
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric
6600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

For Flani

MINA COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs'llpgrades
759.3556

▪

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Rue

LAW firm seeks lege
secretary. Real estate
experience preferred.
Send resume to:
Resume PO Box 88-3.
Benton, KY 42025

1924 - 2008

tiling themselves
rday," she said. "I
lave first and forele've never been to
Saturday."
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Hybrid
Bermuda
square bales SA 25 50
or more bale 54 00
Round bale large-$30,
small-$20 270-2933805
LOt-ALLY grown premium hay Available at
all times
Alfalfa.
mixes, grass mixes
Square and round
bales Some wrapped
High protein, TDN
Students 8 truckers
welcome
270-7538848 before 9 00pm
AN MI* ads placed
In our paper qr.
posted on our

NEON BEACH
MINI STO1RAGE
ze nits
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

websIto for tree!

753-3853

Sanifir hen guaranteed

HOLLAND ,
MOTOR SAIII

WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates
1414 Oakhrll Dr ,
1 45x 175, quiet cul-clesac Call 978-0876 or
759-5469
i

Howse F01 Sate

NEW 2,1 00so.ft 2BR
2BA, 2 car garage
county gasAvater nea
Murray, hilltop acre
$139,000.
270-519-8570

753-1816 727

1

We Finance
ixiliandmotoisales coin
.270-753-4.161 •
2009 Hyundai Accent
hatchback under 6,000
miles, 36-42 mpg,
613.000 10yr:100.000
warranty 978-2090

.
1
1
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EMR .:
* I
Subscribe to the

*
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RAIYER &TIMES
RENOVATED
4BR.
1BA home near hospital Beauhful hardwood/tile floors, sunroom, basement, appliances, new C/H/A,
2,200 soft. $8.000 first
time home buyer
rebate $79.500
270-761 1317
SINGLE FAMILY
HOME $73,000 AND
DUPLEX IN MURRAY
$92,000
270-293-144.3

*i

i
Mane Delivery
Local Mail I
3nu ----$36.10
---$35.00
3
no....
6 ma --...135.66
iso....--..$63A6
I yr.--SINAI
I yr
$110.00
Other Mail
Subwriptions
$75.00
3 ass.-.-$70.50 3 mo.
6 ma-....-....$90.00 6
...... 5%.00
1 yr.---$120.110 1 yr.---$145.00
Rest of KY/TN
Iftrytar .t %Ova.,

I Check

Money Order

Vies

Name
I St Address

SPECIAL!!!

NEW
CON5TRUCTION

,This txl.5
could be yours
for ONLY SfiS
per mobilh.

812 Whitnell Ave.

teal Vacuuming

Fatal

Up to 20 words.,
(270)ii3-1915

.3Bed, 2Bath
. 1.480 sq. It
Sunset Blvd
5139.000
{270)293-2482

City
I '
I State

e
e
e

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment f
Murray Ledger &'Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270)753-1918

a

•

CLASSIFIEDS

41.1 • Friday, Januar, 29, 2010

Simms Oftwee
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carper.try
•Remodeling
•Scrsened Porches
•Gara;ies
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Ciecks
•Horne, Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-058'
All Carpentry Genet
New homes Additions
Remodel Sagging &
Rotten floors Vinyl
Decks.
Sitting
Roofing Moto*? Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured

YOUR AO
COULD BE
liCRE FOR
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH
• CALL 751-1916

Electric
sig., 1986
24 nous saarscs
Res , Com . & Ind
Licensed &. Insurod
All Job, big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORiiABLE Hauling Ciean
oJt garages guners,
runic & tree work
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
- -759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BRUSH & Hammer
I:Writing, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure washed ana
stained.. 436-2228.
Tree
vEARRY'S
Service Free esti.mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

"

r‘iss.
( %RN

.16-lei...,

LANDSCAPE

IKE=

MSU selected to receive higher
education collaborative software grant

41e.euty •Setirty
•Securtty
•Enersly EifIClent
•Pro Equipment
Pro Installation
.30 Yrs Experience
rum 111000IS
Irrigation
170-43S-477a

Murray. State University
(MSU)was selected as one of 10
to
schools
postsecondary
(270)873-9916
receive a collaborative software
Dy Know.
from
grant
BARRY JAMES
colleges
and
Universities
ELECTRONICS
throughout the LInited States
and Canada submitted proposals
David's Home I outlining strategies for using
collaborative softimprovement DyKnow's
(2701 227-9212
ware to enhance teaching and
learning at their institution. A
team of education advisers
Awe Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Jests
selected the winners.
;emoosans & Pkgribing
The selected schools detailed
a variety of intended uses, from
We Do 'neurones Wee*
Lias*Ciel Ampex/
extensive mobile classroom
to restructunng doctoral
731-247-5422 projects
programs. Dr. Terry Derting,
270-293-2643 principal investigator of the
FUTRELL'S rree
DyKnow grant at MSU and proService
THE Murray Ledger & fessor of biological sciences,
removal. Times considers its
Trirnmmg,
and her co-investigators, Dr.
slump grinding, fire- sources reliable. but
Renee Fister in mathematics and
wood Insured
inaccuracies do occur.
and Greg Gierhart,
statistics.
489-2839
Readers using this
in elementary educainformation do so at lecturer
11\11 $,,I‘‘,11
therr own risk. Although tion, will use the collaborative
persons and compa- software to facilitate active
\I \-\\(.1 \UN!
nies mentioned herein learning in classrooms where
• weekly & Team!
are believed to be rep- faculty and students use tablet
•iocall) ovolestraemated I utable, 7-he Murray and laptop PCs.
759-1151 • 29347131 Ledger & Times, nor
"MSU and other undergraduany of as empioyees
293-2714
institutions across North
ate
accept any responsibilare engaged in wideAmerica
ity whatsoever for their
II ,,oir10
.ti
spread reform to increase active
activities
learning" said Derting. "MSU
1,1 tittle ' .
. •
,
Ace Tree
has received multiple grants to
3301 Sit, itt 121N.
leaming
student
increase
Service
75343087
through use of use modern tech& Stump
nologies. What we lacked was
Removal
software that allows real-time
Aerial BucketTruck
communication among student
Insured
NI&M ROOFING
computers as the students work
on collaborative activities and
(270)898-8733
are
.s....._ solutions to problems. We
5 4-8708
1i
11270
.
very excited to finally have this
TROYER'S capability. DyKnow will allow
Construction
our professors and students to
Meta; Rooting, Pole fully share work and infomiaShingles.
Bam.
tion via computers in the class(270)804-6884_
room while simultaneously
(2701519-4729
using computer-based resources
The Place to
such as the web and instructionSirnmon's Handyman
LlUrray
Start
al simulations. In addition, we
& Carpentry Service
Ledger & Times
can gather student feedback and
Over 25 years Call
1.144 t

Don Murray area
519-8570

Homan

Murray Ledger & limes

(270)753-1916

lacosens

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ter Saturday, Jan. 30, 2010:
This year, your actions could be, at best, provocative to sorne and
distorted to others. Make sure you have all the facts and are not coining .from a place of judgment. Often you only see situations as you
would like them to be. You can be enormously: resourceful; use those
abilities. Realize when enough is enough. Honor what is happening
within. Often you simply don't hear the same thing that others hear.
Ask yourself if you are reatcling too much into others' wortis. If you
are single. you meet people with ease, yet maintaining a long-term
tieis challenging at best. If you are attached, the two of you need to
work on mutuality and better understanding. Sign up for a seminar
of interest together. LEO has a strong ego and is challenging.

Publis
couple 1.
displayed
Kentucky
Kentucky
Murray St
was by S
ti Ross.
Mary
residence

Photo provided

today.
Callow

assessment data quickly and K- I 2 schools a "Dy Know DyKnow Software Suite and
easily at any point during a Classroom- that included the related services.
class."
According to Derting. the
project leaders have previously
docuniented increased learning
and more efficient use of class
time through the use of computer-assisted active learning. The
postsecondary grant recipients
will receive DyKnow software,
hosting, self-paced
server
tutorials.
training
Internet
deployment strategy consultation, as well as support and
product updates.
Postsecondary grants represent just one of the ways
DyKnow is providing schools
an opportunity to enhance teaching and teaming without a finanMenus for the lunchrooms of the Murray City Schook
cial commitment from recipient
and Calloway County Schools for the week of Feb. 4institutions. Earlier in 2009, the
5 have been released by Mallory Cathey, Murray direccompany awarded a number of ter, and Pat Lane, Calloway director. Menus, subject to
occasional changes, based on availability of food, are
as follows:

Lakers w.
field High
basketball
high sco •
30 ye
Award.
!979 He.

Dr. Roger Weis of MSU AH/YNL
program receives national award

and campus director of the
American Humanics/Youth and
Nonprofit Leadership program
at Murray: State University, is
the recipient of the 2009
Distinguished Member Award
from the National Society of
Collegiate Scholars for his commitment to scholarship, leadership and service.
Weis has been the director of
the AH/YNL program at Murray
45-Dynarnic;
Have:
You'll
Day
of
Kind
the
Show
Stars
,The
for 21 years. During that time he
Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; I -Difficult

service learning on carnpus and
is the co-founder of the Service
Learning Scholars program. and
the founder of both the MSU
Center for Service Learning and
Civic Engagement and the
Murray/Calloway County Big
Brothers/Big Sisters program.
Under the guidance of Weis,
American
State's
Murray
Humanics remains the outstanding program of its kind in the
country.

Assistance for Haiti sought
by MSU Humanics group

As you know. the impover- memo section.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Or, you and your departand struggling country of
ished
time.
*** Know that you cannot control situations. even some of the
ment/class/residence halUorganthe
of
one
expenenced
has
Haiti
and
Events today will point to the truth of this statement. Kick back
worse national disasters of our ization can become a part of the
go along for the nde. You could be stunned by another person's attiOver a million people are Bucket Brigade for Haiti Relief.
time.
tude. Tonight. Make it easy -- order tn.
at
Esau
Robin
homeless and it is estimated that Contact
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
or
***** Listen to all the possibilities. Inevaably, you will feel like you 200,000 have been killed from robinsesau@murraystate.edu
need to squeeze them all in. Choose the most appealing, after all. the earthquake. Injuries and (270) 809-3824 and sign out a
this is your Saturday too. Others might be slightly flaky. Let go and deaths have left countless chil- Bucket for Haiti Relief and pass
rethink a decision. Tonight: Talking up a storm.
dren without parents and many' the bucket at your next meeting
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
people are searching for shelter, or activity.
*** Curb your need to "have," as you become extraordinarily medication and food.
The Red Cross already has
demanding. Trust that you don't always have to ask. A request actunumerous mobile units on the
by
us
Join
help.
can
You
alty could have the reverse impact. Know that what needs to happen
making a contribution to the ground in Haiti and hundreds of
absolutely will occur. Tonight: Give up your controlling ways.
Amencan Red Cross. Send your staff and volunteers are working
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
to aid those in need.
***** You certainly feel empowered and capable of handling check or money order to the tirelessly
If you'd like more informasomeone's seeming contranness. Perhaps this person might not be American Humanics/Youth &
tion on Haiti relief efforts at
getting the gist of what you are saying. Stay easy. and let this person Nonprofit Leadership program
see the genuineness of your feelings. Tonight: All smiles.
at 105 Carr Health Building, MSU, contact Roger Weis at
University. rogerweis@murraystate.edu or
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
State
Murray
*** If you simply feel as if you would like to do something different Murray, KY 42071, and be sure (270)809-3808.'Thanks for your
or rnore creative. then do. Make it OK not to join in with the crowd. to write Haiti Relief and
help.
Tonight- Rejuvenate by being your own person.
Development AP 2885 in the
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** How you handled a changing matter might have worked in
the past, but not any longer The time has come to recognize that the
impossible can and will happen if you give others half a chance. A
misunderstanding could be at the base of a relationship Tonight:
Where the gang is

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others want what they need and desire. You have little to no

prubiem with that. Open up to possibilities that someone you respect
suggests Investigate what is happening within a key interaction.
Tonight: In the thick of the moment.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
***** Ask a friend or loved one to hop in the car and join you for
a day exploring a new area of your state, town or nearby cduntryside.
You could be amazed by the ease with which you refresh. Realize
the
dis to recycle Tonight: A change of pace is just what
reed
ne
atdeoc
oroonrede
vetry

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** A partner challenges you. but how you accept and deal with
this behavior determines the net results. Perhaps taking the attitude
that some people lust have passionate opinions and nothing more
eindtpersonalizing what this person says Tonight:
to
t. o
esm
tr
g
il owyinric
wn
E

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your ability to be clear and direct takes you down a different path from many. Don't make any snap judgments. especially as it
appears you see a matter very differently from someone else Allow
time to be a reality check Tonight; Just don't be alone.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*lir*** Hardship ts defined in many different ways, depending on
the person. Don't let this work become part of your thinking, or else
you could make it so. Be aware that many people have varied needs.
Allow for differences rather than judge. Tonight: Play it mellow

and spon..
Arts Coun
• /lour For
tow ay C,

Pictured, from lett, are Dr. Renee Fister, Greg Giernart and Dr. Terry Derting.

instruiriental in initiating

tion. Instead of being reactive. try being direct. Were plans with a
child or childlike person. Be a kid again. Tonight: Let the good times
rock and roll.
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DT. Roger WeiS, professor

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** The high energy of the Full Moon could prove to Pe somewhat wayward if you're not careful Pressure builds in a new direc-

Nturray

Tax preparation help offered
Murray State University's
deparunent of accounting and its
student honor society, Beta
Alpha Psi, will again conduct
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) beginning Feb. 5.
The students will be available
for five Fridays to assist MSU
students (both domestic and
international), employees, moderate-income tax payers and senior citizens.
Dr. Floyd Carpenter, professor of accounting and VITA site
manager, said Murray State has
conducted the program for more
than 30 years. Over the past two
to three years. the program has
assisted taxpayers with about
500 retums a year.
The program has been recognized nationally for its outstanding work.
The accounting students
receive training to become IRScertified to provide the tax assis-

lance. There are no appointments necessary. Assistance is
given on a first-come, first-serve
basis.
The Fnday sessions will be
from noon to 4 p.m. in the
Business Building South Wing
room 353. The dates are Feb. 5.
Feb. 12. March 5. March 12 and
April 9.
Individuals seeking tax
preparation assistance with federal and/or state returns should
bnng the following documents:
1. Photo ID and Social
Security Card(s) and other identifying documents for the taxpayer(s) and any dependents.
2. 2009 W-2s, 1099s and
other tax records.
3. Copies of completed 2008
tax retums (if available).
For more information, contact the department of accounting at (270) 809-4193.

MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary - Breakfast • (Fruit and milk served
daiiy) Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - biscuitisausage:
Wednesday - pancakes. Thursday - yogurt w/graham crackers; Friday - Honey bun. LunCh - (cooked & fresh vegetables, canned & fresh fruit, lowfat milk served daily); Monday
- cheeseburger on bun, Salisbury steakJgravy, rolls: Tuesday
- turkey & cheese sandwich, mini burritos. Wednesday spaghetti wanaat sauce, Chuckwagor sandwich; Thursday popcorn chicken on bun, pimento cheese sandwich; Friday Popperino pizza. tuna salad.
Middle - Brealdast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served
daily) Monday - Poptarts, Tuesday - sausage biscuit, Wednesday - French toast sticks: Thursday - blueberry muffin: Friday - breakfast burrito w/salsa Lunch - (cc)okecafresh vegetables, canneceftesh fruit, lowfat milk served daily) Monday chicken quesadilla, submarine sandwich; Tuesday - chili con
came & beans, gnIled cheese sandwich. Wednesday - pepperoni pizza, peanut butter & jelly sandwich, pasta salad.
Thursday - Salisbury steak w/gravy, Chuckwagon sandwich;
Friday - cheeseburger on bun, hot dog.
High - Breakfast (toast, cinnamon toast, cereal, juice served
daily) Monday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Tuesday • bacon
scramble. Wednesday - pancake sausage on stick; Thursday
- chicken biscuit; Friday - waffle stix. Luoch - (cooked/fresh
vegetables. canned/fresh fruit, 'owlet milk served daily) Monday - burrito winacho cheese, com dog. Tuesday - taco salad.
Pepperoni stuffed crust pizza; Wednesday - turkey roast/gravy,
tuna salad; Thursday - pepperoni & cheese pizza, chef salad;
Friday • chicken noodle soup. peanut butter & jelly sandwich
pimento cheese sandwich. ham & cheese sandwich
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack - Monday
nacho chips. salsa, Tuesday - cheese, crackers; Wednesday
- 1/2 peanut butter & jelly sandwich, milk; Thursday muffin.
milk: Friday - cereal, graham crackers, milk. Breakfast - Monday - oatmeal. muffin, milk; Tuesday - biscuit ad/sausage gravy.
juice. milk; Wednesday - breakfast pizza, applesauce, milk;
Thursday - French toast sticks w/syrup. peaches. milk; Friday - cereal, poptart, juice, milk. Lunch - Monday - chicken
nuggets, creamed potatoes; Tuesday - mini corn dogs, broccoli siecheese Wednesday - chicken noodle soup, Thursday
- cheeseburger, French fries; Friday - ham & cheese sand-
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Elementaries: Snacks - Monday - peanut butter & crackers; Tuesday - Nacho chips, cheese sauce; Wednesday orange. Thursday - crackers cheese; Friday - apple sauce,
graham crackers Breakfast (cereal, toast. fresh fruit, fruit juica
and milk offered daily) - Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday
- muffin; Wednesday - biscuit aasausage gravy; Thursday waffle sticks w/syrup; Friday - eggs, bacon, toast. Lunch
(assorted vegetables. fresh fruit chef salads and milk offered
daily) Monday - lasagna. hot ham & cheese sandwich. peanet
butter & jelly sandwich: Tuesday - pizza, taco burger, grilled
cheese sandwich. Wednesday - chicken nuggets wad( turkey
& cheese sandwich, peanut butter & jelly sandwich: Thursday
- eggs, sausage & biscuit , BBO sandwich, grilled cheese
sandwich. Friday - turkey vegetable soup w/crackers, cheeseburger, yogurt & animal crackers.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, yogurt,
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily) Monday - bacon.
egg & cheese biscuit; Tuesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Wednesday - breakfast pizza. Thursday - sausage biscuit: Friday chicken biscuit. Lunch - (assorted vegetables, fresh fruit, chef
salads and milk offered daily) Monday - chicken n nuggets
w/roll, corn dog. turkey & cheese sandwich: Tuesday - super
nachos wiMexican combread. turkey club sandwich. ham 8. cheese
sandwich; Wednesday - chili cheese burrito, chicken sandwich, submarine sandwich: Thursday - vegetable soup wigrilleid
cheese. Chuckwagon sandwich. peanut butter & jelly sandwich; Friday - chili w/crackers, grilled chicken sandwich, ham
& cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (toast. cereal, juice served daily) Monday
- sausage biscuit; Tuesday - bacon & pancakes w/syrup.
Wednesday - breakfast pizza. Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy. Friday - cinnamon roll. Lunch - (cooked/fresh vegetables. canned/fresh fruit. lowfat milk served daily) Monday potato soup wicheese sticks, chicken sandwich; Tuesday cheese quesadilla, submarine, sandwic.h. Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll. cheeseburger. Thursday - sweet & sour
pork waned rice, corn dog: Friday - chicken spaghetti, ham
sandwich.
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10 years agu
Pulaiished is A picture of Roger
Stapleton, coordinator ot the Kentucky Main Street Program talking to those attending the Main
Street ineeting Al Murray Stilt
University The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Bill and Mandy nan, Dec 20.
and a girl to Tomrny and Melissa Shown. Jan. 25.
Murray State University Racers won 87-86 and Lady Racers
won 76-69 over teams from Morehead State University in basketball games. High scorers were
Reese for the Racers and Stansbery for Lady Racers
20 years ago
Published is a picture of a
couple looking over the boats
displayed at Jeanette Storey's West
Kentucky Boat Show at the West
Xentucky Exposition Center at
Murray Statt Uruversity. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Todd
Ross.
Mary Hamilton. storyteller in
residence to Murray City Schools
and sponsored by the Kentucky
Arts Council, is presenting a •Story
• Hour For Grownups" at the Calloway County Public Library
today.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 54 to 44 over Mayfield High School Cardinals in a
basketball game. David Hart was
high scorer for the Lakers.
30 years ago
Awarded certificates from the
!979 Heart Fund Dnve at the
Calloway County Heart Fund
Breakfast at Sirloin Stockade were
Betty Boston, chaiman of the
Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club; Judy Cunningham,sonsor of Penny Loafers 4H Club; Bonnie Jones, president
of Munay Woman's Club, and Irma
La Follette, county heart fund
chairman.
MC Garrott writes about L.K.
Pinkley, Murray merchant, who
recalls his days in a World War

By The Associated Press
Today. is Friday, Jan. 29. the
29th day of 2010. There are 336
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 29. 1860 (according
to the New Style calendar), Russian author and playwnght Anton
Chekhov was born in the ,port
city of Taganrog (TAG'-uhn-rahg).
On this date.
In 1820, Bntam's King George
111 died at Windsor Castle.
In 1843, the 25th president of
the United States, William McKinley, was horn in Niles. Ohio.
In 1845. Edgar Allan Poe's
poem "The Raven" was first published, in the New York Evening
Mirror.
In 1861. Kansas became the
34th state of the Union.
In 1919. the ratification of the
18th Amendrnent to the Constitu-
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I daily) Monday
'cakes Ye/syrup.
iscuit w/sausage
ed/fresh vegetafatly) Monday iich, Tuesday nesday - chick- sweet & sour
spaghetti, ham

-
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tion, which launched Prohibition,
was certified by Acting Secretary
of State Frank L. Polk.
In 1929, The Seeing Eye. a
New Jersey-based school which
trains guide dogs to assist the
blind, was incorporated by Dorothy
Harnson Eustis and Morns Frank.
In 1936, the first members of
baseball's Hall of Fame, including Ty Cobb and Babe Ruth. were
named in Cooperstown. N.Y.
In 1963. the first members of
pro football's Hall of Fame were
named in Canton, Ohio.
In 1979, President Jimmy Carter
fomially welcomed Chinese Vice
Premier Deng Xiaoping to the
White House, following the establishment of diplomatic relations.
In 1998, a bomb rocked an
abortion clinic in Birmingham,
Ala., killing secunty guard Robert
Sanderson and critically injuring

nurse Emily Lyons. iThe bomber,
Eric Rudolph, was captured in
May 2003 and is serving a life
sentence.)
Ten years ago: Delegates meeting in Montreal reached an international agreement on the trade
of genetically modified food and
other products. Joe Montana and
Ronnie Lott. architects of San Francisco's Super Bowl dynasty. were
among five individuals elected to
the Pro Football Hall of Fame
Five years ago: Jetliners from
China landed in nval Taiwan for
the first time in 56 years. Serena Williams defeated Lindsay Davenport 2-6, 6-3. 6-0 in the Australian Open final Ashley McElhiney. the first female coach of a
rnen's pro basketball team, was
tired after an on-court dispute
with Sally Anthony, co-owner of
the Nashville Rhythm of the ABA.

IE S.0)
4

.00

1 Haul away
4 Unwanted e,
mail
8 Kind of curl
12 Teahouse attire
13 Merry sound
(hyph.)
14 Juno, in Athens
15 Lay down
17 Food additive
18 Little kids
19 Hoover Dam
lake
21 Detective's cry
23 Submarine concern
27 Vast emptiness
30 Lake fish
33 Moonbeam
34 Wanes
35 Ms Thurman of
"Gattaca"
36 Grandeur
37 Vive le —!
38 Quark's horne
39 In that case (2
wds.)
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Drugs linked to dyskinesia

DEAR ABBY: My 21-yearold daughter, "Crystal." has
been engaged to her boyfriend,
"Aaron," for se‘eral months.
When she was here recently
I asked her to clean out some
of the stuff from wider her
bed and in her closet. She
proceeded to throw out her
yearbooks. photos from high
school dances -- even old journals!
It seems she had an unpleasant expenence with Aaron
when a roommate mentioned
an old friend of hers -- a boy,
but not a boyfriend. Aaron
became very "hurt• by the
conversation. So now Crystal
wants no reminders of her
past -- especially regarding
other boys.
Is this normaP I don't know
what to do. I wonder whether
they need counseling before
they marry. but I don't want
to interfere. My daughter
becomes angry with me over
little things. She even ignored
us when we asked her to come
celebrate her brother's birthday.
She just wants to be with her
true love: iiobody else seems
to matter. -- A WORRIED
MOM
DEAR MOM: Your idea
of premarital counseling is an
excellent one. Aaron appears
to be extremely insecure, and
your daughter is so in love
she can't set the handwriting
on the wall. When you invited her to celebrate her brother's birthday. did you also
include her fiance? If so, and
she still didn't want to come,
Aaron may' be trying to distance her from the family.
Assuming
that
Crystal
intends to be married in your
church. have a talk with your
clergyperson about this. If there
is a problem looming on the
horizon, premarital counseling
may bring it out -- and help
them to deal with it before it
gets out of nand.
•••
Dear Abl3 is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known liS Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips.
Write
Dear
Abby
at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O.
Box 69440. Los Angeles, CA
90069.
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your son. Surely he is in touch
enough with reality that he
knows your financial situation
-- and if he doesn't. please
inform him. While you're at
it. explain that when you
thought he was on his
deathbed. you were out of
and
your mind with grief
you can't be held to a promise made under such duress.
At S500 a month, you can hardly be accused of being a withholding parent, so stop beating yourself up.

Dear Abby
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butter & crackWednesday
- apple sauce,
h fruit, fruit juic.0
biscuit; Tuesday
ivy Thursday 'I, toast. Lunch
and milk offered
andwich, pearly!
o burger, grilled
ets w/roll. turkey
Mich, Thursday
, grilled cheese
rackers, cheese-

>n toast, yogurt,
londay - bacon.
3 gravy, Wednesbiscuit; Friday fresh fruit, chef
cken n nuggets
Jesday - super
;h. ham & cheese
, chicken sandile soup w/grilleid
& jelly sandsandwich. ham

DEAR ABBY: My 11-yearold son, "Joey," who needs a
heart transplant, almost died
a few weeks ago. The doctors told us Ise wouldn't make
it through
the
weekend. I was
beside
myself. On
what
we
thought was
h
s
deathbed, I
told Joey I
would give
him
anything
he
By Abigail
wanted if he
Van Buren
pulled
through. He wanted a very
expensive sports car.
Well, my son
pulled
through, but has other physical challenges. My husband
and I are sending him S500
a month until he starts receiving money from Social Security. It's the best we can do
right now. The problem is,
Joey keeps hounding me about
the sports car. I cannot afford
this gift. We have offered to
have his current vehicle reconditioned or give him my yearold car with its very low
mileage.
I do not want this to become
an issue with my son. I have
told him hts heart condition
is the priority and to let everything else fall into place. It's
eating me alive that I can't
give my son what I promised. On the other hand, his
request is unreasonable. Please
help. -- JOEY'S MOM IN
LAS CRUCES
DEAR MOM: Unless you
put a stop to it now, this
WILL become an issue with

Today In Ilistory

real, juice served
Jesday - bacon
stick, Thursday
- (cooked/fresh
red daily) MonJay - taco salad,
Irkey roast/gravy,
Izza. chef salad:
jelly sandwich
ndwich.

ack - Monday ers, Wednesday
ursday - muffin.
Ireakfast - Mott
.0i/sausage gravy.
ipplesauce, milk;
iches, milk; Frionday - chicken
::orn dogs, bratsoup: ThursdaY
& cheese sand-

II Pnson Cow in his column,
'Garrott's Galley' in the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Births reported include a boy
tc Mr. and Mrs Edwin W Wheatley, Jan 23.
40 years ago
The S34.804 Sewer Protect,
known as Bee Creek Interceptor,
has been completed anti turned
OVer tO the City of Murray by
Tilford Plumbing & Heating Co.
of Paducah.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Msge V Nichols, Jan
21. arid a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Sid Easley and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Michale Wm Washiev.aez,
Jan. 25.
Odelle Vance. Jessie Shoemaker and Lucille Thurman. members of Murray Business & Professional Women's Club, attended the state B&PW Club meetStouffer's Inn.
ing held at
LL•uisville.
50 years ago
W.J. Pitman of Murray. now
professor of biology at Mary Washington College of University of
Virginia at Fredericksburg, will
spend 6 months beginning in
March at the Laboratory' of the
Marine Biological Association of
the United Kingdom. Plymouth,
England. as a National Science
Foundation Fellow.
Clara F-agle spoke about "Status of Women in the United States
as Compared to Women in Foreign Countries" at a meeting of
the Murray Business & Professional Wornim's Club held at the Murray Woman's Club house.
60 years ago
Elected as officials of the newly
organized Murray Rescue Squad
were Wendell Patterson. captain;
William Spencer. chief of operations: 0.B. Farley, Frank Lancaster and J.C.Maupin, lieutenants;
James L. Johnson, lieutenant in
charge of public relations; Leonard
Wood. James Shelton and J.C.
Brewer. sergeants. and John Parker. sergeant at Limes.

Comicsirumus
Cash-strapped parents regret
deathbed promise made to son

DEAR DR. Gt)TT: Do you
have any infomiation on tardtve
dyskinesia? My' husband has it.
and there seems to be little known
about it
DEAR READER: Tardive
dyskinesta as a neurological condition brought on
long-term
use of neuroleptic drugs
generally prescribed
for
psychiatric.
gastrointestinal and neurological disorders It is
characterized
by involuntary. repetitive motions,
often occurBy
nng at inapDr Peter Gott propriate
times These may include rapid eye,
leg or arm movements, grimacing. lip smacking and/or protrusion of the tongue. ()Ider women
are most suscepuble, however. the
condition most commonly affects
people of any age following 24
months of drug therapy.
'There is no standard treatment
for the disorder. As a general rule.
the first step is to discontinue or
greatly' reduce the amount of the
offending long-standing medication. li may be beneficial to replace
the neuroleptic medication with a
different drug. Symptoms of dyskinesia may continue long after
discontinuation but may ultimately improve or disappear. In some
cases, however. the condition is
permanent. Your husband should
make an appointment with his
neurologist to determine the next
appropriate step.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I received
your "No Flour, No Sugar Cookbook" for Chnstmas last year and
have enjoyed many of the recipes
in it. 1 have also lost and kept
off 15 pounds. Thank you
1 would like to ask your opin-

Dr. Gott

Centract Bridge
Your partner bids One Diamond, and you respond (Me
Notrump. Using standard methods of
bidding. which of the folios,
.ing three
hands best fits yow bid?
al•53•Q82•74 A I 08762
Isl•Q13•A92•1054•K.1195
cl•AM•0195•
'
7 •QI072

heart, not one notrump The oblig,atem to try to find a major-suit fit
takes preeedence over attempting to
limit your strength. The one-heart
response indicates four or morc
hearts and six or more high-card
points, urth no upper limit.
2. The proper initial resposse
with di is one diamond, not •)ne
2. The bidding has gone:
spade. This makes it possible to
Partner
Nou
explore for a potential fit in all' fit)ur
1•
•
suits while still on the one-104.4f
2•
2•
partner next bids one heart, you c*An
Whkk of throe three hands beit then hid one spade. thereby informfits your bids?
ing
that your spades are oaly
di•A1103.653•AQ84•102
four cards long. I his type of-inforel•QI0962•64•AKQ6•95
mation orten proves invaluabk
f)•K8754•72•A.I93•fl6
partner as he seeks the proper am•••
tract
I. A one-trump response 10 an
With I). rtie initial spade response
opening hid indicates six to 10 high- IS COITeel, but d two-diamond biel at
card points. (he bid does not pmm- your next turn would not be. After
ise notrump distribution, but is in partner's two-club rebid, which indiessence a courtesy response. saying cates minimum values (13 to 15
that you hese enough points to points), you should pass, since game
anssver an opening bid. Mit no other is now highly urilikely. Two clubs is
reasonable actiou is available.
probably the best part.score contract.
Applying this guideline. only the and you should not force partner to
first hand qualifies as a one-notrump bid again with such skimpy. salues.
response Although the hand contains
Hand ei. however. offers a reasona good six-card club suit, if you uere able chance for game, despite 'pertto bid two clubs, you'd he announc- ner's weak rebid. There might still be
ing that you had mon: than I0 points a game in notrump, spades, diaOne notrunip is therefore the only. monds or clubs, and you can best
remaining option.
explore that possibility by bidding
It vtould be wrong to resrtiond one two diamonds forcing). By rnfernotrump uith b), as \
Kase too entre, partner will know you have
many 'points. The proper response five spades, since with only Mur
with this hand would be two clubs.
spades, you would have bid one diaWith c the correct response is one mcmd first, as in d)above.
Tomorrow: Fishing in troubled waters

40 Outdoes
42 Va. zone
44 Gemstone
47 Come to
51 Nursery word
(hyph.)
54 Not cheerfully
56 Wool producers
57 Reverberate
58 -This Old
House" network
59 Minority group
60 Any minute
61 — kwon do
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1 Actionable
wrong
2 Follow orders
3 Lantern part
4 — kebab
5 Review harshly
6 Poiite cough
7 Earned
8 Cast a shadow
9 Secure a tent
10 Retiree s kitty
11 Cigarette goo

711
6 1

i
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

a5

ion on two items I CAI regularFi
xylitol as a sweetener and
almond meal as a flour substitute
in baking.
DEAR READER: Xylnol is
naturally present to some depee
an fruits, bemes. mushrooms and
lettuce, and is A part of our daily
metabolism_
In the 1960s. this white crystalline substance WAS added to
fOlXIS AS A sweetener BeCatele It
ts purported to reduce the rate of
tooth decay. sugar-free candies
and gum manufacturers add the
product as the principal sweetener. making it ideal for diabetics
gue., ts that if you use a
reasonable amount of xylitol
it is safe and effective — primanly for the purpose of preventing tooth decay Excesses above
15 gnuns daily diminish dental benefits.
Pets should be forbidden to
consume any products thaVaontam xylitol because reports „Suggest it can cause severe hypoglycemia. liver failure and•
•
Almond meal is simply Wend
almonds. Meal can be madb )ivitn
either whole or blanched alnidnds
This product can be made a! home
with the use of a blender, tiowever. care must be taken not to
gnnd it too much. because ii will
take on the consistency' of boner
It should be pulsed only until it
reaches the consistency of meal
It can also be purchased commercially. Recipes are readily available over the Internet for cakes,
muffins and other pastries. Avoid
almond flout, because it is made
of blanched. skinless almonds and
has lost most of its nutnents.
Almond meal is an exCellent
substitute for all-purpose flour to
be utilized by anyone attempting
to maintain a reasonable weight.
I commend you on your willpower an sucking with your diet and
in keeping the weight off. .

al

27 "Sink" or
"swim"
28 Clarinet kin
29 Stork cousin
31 —,amas.
amat
32 Likewise
36 Falafei holders
38 Nile reptile
41 Pop-un item
43 Faint with
pleasure
45 Iowa city
46 Bonkers
48 Didn't spoil
49 Corsica neighbor
50 Financial page
org.
51 — Moines
52 Impress
deeply
VVinter mo.
55 Greek letter
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American Legion resumes van transport for veterans
i 41(41 l'oNi 0.1 nas
completed the requirements for
placing a 2009 Ford 12-passenger van into service transporting
veterans to the VA Medical
Center in Nashville. TN.
Veterans of Calloway and surrounding counties were previoil* !served by two vans that
wire: under the operation of
Dititiled American Veterans.
Crininander Amos McCarty of
PithiC 73 says that those vans
ivere:removed from service due
thik;:gcess mileage. 'The prob*skis. we had about 300 veterans- each month using those
Yalta.. but there were no plans to
tecliiice them when they were
rawn from
service,"
Ilitiit?arty says.
members of Post 73
itsliitaned a van committee, headet;!-..iip by Jim Clemons, to
entfil9re funding and purchasing
ciTAnew van to
the void in
s*ans. transportation needs.*Party said. 'This van is the
flidt: Of their labor and we want
fin - thank
the
Kentucky
Dt;partment of Veterans' Affairs.

Parker Ford dnd
who htiVe
doiutted to this cause." he said.
Jim
Clemons.
Van
Coordinator, says that Post 73 is
in need of additional drivers
Mu) might be willing to make
one trip per week from Murray.
to Nashville to serve veterans
"If there is anyone out there -veterans or friends of veterans who have ever thought they
wanted to help a veterans' ,ause
in 40111e way, here it Is,"
Clemons said. "Anyone who is
interested can call me at 4365363 or 227-2819 and 1 will
guide them through the process
of becoming a certified dnver
for our van,- he said.
Clemons also announced that
the van was going to begin making scheduled runs to Nashville
each Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday beginning February
2nd and said that veterans can
reserve rides by calling the numbers listed above. "When veterans call, we make arrangernents
to meet them and pick them up
at points converuent to them and
our van drivers," Clemons said.

Photo plovideii
Pictured, from lett, are Jim Cifernons, Duane Brown, Arnos PvtcCarty, Rose Holliday, Bob Bell and Robert Gnggs
Commander McCarty also
added that Post 73 is rtow begin-

rung to seek funding for 1 van
that will transport veterans to

Marion, IL. "We hope to get
started on acquiring that second

van soon and expanding ou/
Post's service to area veterans.,*;

State employees recycle 17,822 pounds of personal electronic scrap
. FRANKFORT, Ky -- State there's a strong interest in egovernment employees in scrap recycling opportunities."
Frankfort contributed 17.822
Electronic scrap. or e-scrap.
ilia-if:ids of old, unwanted perIncludes "end-of-life" electronic
Serial electronics dtinng a two- -equipment. telephones and cell
attlr, :e- scrap recycling project phones. computers and associatspohsored jointly by the Finance ed equipment, such as keyiital Administration Cabinet and boards, computer mice, cables
tfte•nergy and Environment and speakers; audio and stereo
Co:iinet's Division of Waste gear; VCRs; DVD players;
Management. The two collec- video game consoles; fax
tions occurred on Jan. 15 and machines: printers; and iPods.
}itno22, before and after work
The collections were located
aiiiiBuring lunch
at two state office buildings in
;-"llie'e were pleased that so Frankfort: the Fair Oaks Office
warn; people took advantage of Building parking lot, located at
this free opportunity to dispose 200 Fair Oaks Lane. and the
of their unwanted electronics in parking lot of the Cabinet for
this environmentally sound Health and Family Services
method." said Jonathan Miller, complex located at 275 East
se‘retary of the Fitutrice and Main St. The Finance and
Administration Cabinet.
Administration
Cabinet's
weather was cold and rainy on Division of Surplus Property
both collection days so the great (DSPi executed the drop off
turnout demonstrated to me that points.

Ted Sloan. information officer
supervisor for the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, was
one of over 300 state government employees to turn in old
electronics at one of the drop-off
locations.
"This was a great service. It
was quick and easy," Sloan said.
"I appreciate knowing that these
devices will be recycled and
won't end up in a landfill."
According to Sec. Miller. state
employees can expect more escrap programs in the future.
"We received a lot of very positive feedback from participants
so we're planning to execute
another e-scrap recycling effort
this spring or somn-ier" said
Sec. Miller. "1 encourage
employees to hold on to those
old electronics accumulated during their spring cleaning and

stay tuned for the next collection
drive.The state's e-scrap recycling
program ensures that less than 5
percent of the devices collected
will end up in landfills and is
executed at no cost to the participants or to taxpayers. Any
money generated from this or
future e-scrap recycling initiatives in excess of the costs
incurred by DSP for execution
will be returned to the
Commonwealth.
E-scrap recycling is an extension of Gov. Steve Beshear's
green government initiative to
achieve a SO percent reduction
of state government's carbon
footprint in 15 years. In
Septernber 2008 the Governor
announced that the Finance and
Administration Cabinet had
awarded a contract that would
result in the eco-friendly recy-

cling of surplus electronics
owned by government agencies
and educational institutions in
Kentucky.
The e-scrap contract was
issued as an "all state agenciescontract that allows participation by the executive, judicial
and legislative branches of government, schools districts, postsecondary education institutions
and any other public not-for-

•
t

profit entity.
In 2009, more than SO stet
agencies, municipalities aril
school districts participated in escrap
recycling, Creativf
Recycling Systems picked Up
3,007,348 pounds of electromei
for a total year-end payment cti
$82,159. The total charge waS
$23,487, resulting in net rev.
enue of $58,672, which waa
returned to those agencies.

For the safety of
our carriers when
"Old Man Winter"
blows in and roads
are dangerous to
travel the paper may
not be delivered.

o Tigers!!!

